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The Empire Stale slides down the Penobscot, hound for the ba v and open sea on a cruise which will take the radets of the Maine
Maritime Academy as far south as the Canal Zone and will cover 70 da js and 7,762 miles. Families, which had been at Bucksport for the sailing,
followed the course of the ship down the Penobscot with some comln g as far as Rockland to see her pass Owl's Head in tiie late afternoon.

•

City Council
Sewer Assessment Action
Tabled For Month On
Residents’ Protests
Rockland City Council met Mon
day night for the first time in the
new year and received the monthly
reports of City Manager Frederick
D. Farnsworth for December 1952.
Any decision on the levying of
sewer assessments for the newly
completed sewers on Lawn Avenue
and Pleasant streets was tabled
until the Feb. 9 meeting as a result
of protests made by several home
owners concerning this matter.
Protest Factory Noise
A petition from Mr. and’ Mrs.
Adelbert M. Clark. Sea Street
Place, complaining about the noise
made by a nearby factory, was re
ferred to the city manager for in
vestigation and report.
Hydrant 'Change
On request of Oamrien-Rocktend
Water Company the council au
thorized the change of location of
one fire hydrant, near the intersec
tion of Pink and Winter streets.
This hydrant has been damaged
several times in recent accidents
and the change will involve a dis
tance of 10 feet only.
Vlrner Street Petition
City Manager Farn worth report
ed on the request ot the church of
the Latter Day Saints for the open
ing of Ulmer Street, which had
been referred to him at the last
meeting of Council. He stated that
there was no authorization in city
records for construction of a road
between
Park
and
Limerock
streets; present authorization ap
parently covered construction of
Ulmer between Park and New
County road only. His report was
placed on file for further consid
eration.
Route 17 Change
An amendment to the zoning or-

----------------------------

Midshipmen Will Operate Training

I land. Me., on March 18. The run
to Castine will be made on Sunday
Ship March 22.

On 70 Day Cruise To Learn Practical

Side Of Their Seagoing Profession
The officers and cadets of the
Maine Maritime Academy at Cas
tine sailed Monday on a 7,762 mile
training cruise which will cover the
next 70 days.
Following the pattern established
when the school was organized 10
years ago, cadets are learning their
trade by working at- it. The men of
the three classes will operate the
big ship in every department, guid
ed by licensed officers, but re
quired to assume full responsibil
ity in applying the academic knowl
edge gained ln the classrooms at
Castine.
The ship used this year is the
Empire State, training ship of the
New York Maritime Academy, bor
rowed for the cruise. She is the for
mer Hydrous, AKA 28. which served
in the Pacific during World War 2
and later turned over to the New
York academy by the Navy.
The craft painted white with buff
and black trim, is 426 feet in length
and has gross tonnage of 6,845. She
has turbo-electric drive with a to
tal of 6,600 horsepower generated
by Westinghouse turbines. Maxi
mum speed is 17 knots with cruis
ing speed of 12 knots.
The academy's own ship, the

dinance. creating an industrial
zone near Route 17. received its
first reading. This change had
been requested by Starr Brothers,
contractors.
Protest^ Assessment
Mrs. H. R. Bradley, 5 Temple
street, represented by Attorney A
Alin Gros man, protested frontage
assessment made against her. This
matter was referred to city man
ager for adjustment, if proper.
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"Just Off The Island"

\

LATEST SONG HITS, DANCES, MUSIC

g

HI-JINKS MUSICAL SHOW

I

$

With Vinalhaven High School Cast

2
s

Sponsored by R. H. S. Senior Wash ington Club

/

January 15th—8.00 P. M.

|

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

>

Admission 50c

2
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A TYLER MASTERPIECE

There will appear in the Thursday issue of
The Courier-Gazette a story by R. Waldo Tyler

American Sailor laid idle at Castine
as the cadets left for the Caribbean.
Time and service have taken their
toll of the craft which took many
classes on cruises and she will soon
go to a wrecking basin to be bro
ken up for scrap. Within the year,
she will be replaced by a ship sim
ilar to the Empire State which is
now on the West Coast.
Knox County was well represent
ed aboard the ship as she sailed. A
total of 14 cadets and two officers
were included in the ship's com
plement. Officers were First As
sistant Engineer Haul Stearns of
North Haven and Lieutenant Doug
las Libby of Oamden, watch officer
and mathematics instructor at the
academy. The cadets are pictured
at various tasks aboard just before
sailing time in a series of pic-ures
on page five.
Monday, all was apparently con
fusion aboard, as far as a person
not familiar with shipboard activ
ity was concerned. Cadets weie on
the move constantly while the
speaker system, better known as
the "squawk box" chattered contin
ually. Parents of cadets were aboard
In great numbers with the boys do
ing thetir best tp entertain their
people and still carry out orders
which were coming thick and fast.
Along about noon, an abandon
ship drill was called and it was ap
parent that despite what seemed to
be endless confusion there was act
ually an ordered pattern of pro
cedure.
Visitors were off the ship by
shortly alter 1 o’clock and prepar
ations on deck and in the engineroom completed for getting under
way.
A snuffy little tug came alongside
to help swing the ship ln the nar
row channel and at 1.45 she was
headed to sea, sliding swiftly down
the Penobscot River and heading
for the open bay, escorted by the
tug.
The ship will arrive in San Juan.
Puerto Rico, next Monday for a
four day stay and then proceeds to
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, arriving
there on the 24th. After a two dayvisit, a run will be made for Bridge
town, Barbados, British West In
dies where four days will be spent.
Leaving Barbados, the cadets will
take their ship to Trindad, arriving
there Feb. 2. They will leave port
on the 6th for the five day run to
Coco Solo, Canal Zone where five
days in port are scheduled.
Vera Cruz. Mexico will be visited
with the ship scheduled there on
Feb. 22. After Vera Cruz, which will
be left astern on Feb. 27 will be
Galveston, Texas, Miami and Port-

POCKETBOOK

LOST

that is a perfect gem.
Its first part deals with the feeding of birds
in winter—understanding, practical and intensely

interesting.

The hero of the second art is a weasel—a
story showing Waldo Tyler as a master of the
out-of-doors at his top-flight be$t.
IT IS UNCONDITIONALLY RECOMMENDED.

SATURDAY NIGHT
IN ROCKLAND
Contained Money and
Armed Forces
Identification Cards, etc.
KEEP THE MONEY,
But Return the
Cards, etc.

I Have To Have Them.
Mall It To Me or Leave or
Mail to The Courier-Gazette
Office.

ARNOLD HOCKING

»-7

TEL. TENANT’S HARBOR 56-13
TEL. THOMASTON 375

President Paul H. Dillaway of the grade school; furnished free trans
Warren Lions Club and the chair portation of children to Red Cross
man of the chibs auction commit Swimming classes; contributed to
the school lunch program; contri
tee, Merrill Payson, again invite at
buted 150 for Christmas Parties for
tention to the forthcoming auc grade school children; awarded $25
tion sale, slated for 7 p. m., Jan. 16, each year to one outstanding grad
at Glover Hall, Warren, and with uate of Warren High School and
Arthur Jordan of Rockland the made contributions of lesser nature
auctioneer.
I to such drives as Polio and Red
The Lions Club of Warren ear Cross.
nestly asks for co-operation to make
Their thought now is that pos
their forthcoming Auction Sale, sibly Warren and other readers
January 16. a huge success.
. would be glad to contribute some
First, their motive is Co raise item or items that could be auc
funds. Every cent realized above ex tioned off at their sale. Most any
penses will be used in their Civic thing could be used, such as food,
Improvement Fund. The principal clothing, furniture, poultry, grain,
objective this year is to recondition hardware, etc.
the interior of Warren Town Hall. | Some member will endeavor to
Since organization a year and call on Warren residents in this
one-half ago they have done such connection. Their assistance in this
thing* as installing an Automatic matter would certainly be appreci
Oil Heating Plant in Town Hall; in ated.
stalled in conjunction with PTA
They hope to have the pleasure of
playground equipment
at each seeing all at the Auction.

Apples On Parade

Work For Hours

Bray Is Re-Elected Trades Show At Lewiston Rockland Firemen Save a
Will Feature Maine
Child’s Life
Apples
Heads Loan and Building
Working in shifts Rockland fire
Association Again—Most
Maine's 1953 Apple Queen will be men Saturday morning pumped
Satisfactory Year Ends
selected at Lewiston Wednesday in oxygen into the lungs of Mary Ann
At the annual shareholders meet
ing held last evening In its offices.
18 School street, Rockland, the
same directors and auditor were re
elected as follows: Directors Wilham K. Bicknell, A. Judson Bird. I.
Law.on Bray, Thomas H Chisholm,
Walter P. Conley, Edwin R. Ed
wards. Burton E. F.anders, Edward
F Glover, Ardrey E. Orff, Leforest
A. Thurston, and Roland G Ware
Auditor Ardrey E. Orff.
Following the shareholders meet
ing an organization meeting of the
directors were held and the follow
ing officers, Finance Committee and
Attorney were re-elected: Officers,
I. Lawton Bray, President; Edward
F. Glover, Vice President; M Elmer
Montgomery. Secretary-Treasurer.
Finance Committee. A. Judson Bird,
Ec'-vard F. Glover and Leforest A.
Thurston. Attorney, Gilford B
Butler.
The year 1952 was a most sat
isfactory year with assets reaching
an all time high of $1,569,624.83.
There were 4.884 shares of capital
stock sold during the year making
a total outstanding as of the year
end of 14,956 held by 2.029 members
and representing an investment in
the association of $1,243,612,68 in
cluding both classes or types of
stock, namely; Monthly Install
ment Thrift Shares and Prepaid or
lump sum investment shares.
Dividends were paid and credited
at the usual rates of 3 percent on
the monthly shares and 2'i percent
on the Prepaid. $33,423.62 was the
total dividend paid and credited on
the two dividend paying dates of
June 30 and December 31st.
Cash and government bonds to
taled $113,284.62. During the year
membership' was continued in the
U. S. Savings and Loan League,
Federal Home Loan Bank and
Maine Sawings and Loan League.
The annual report to sharehold
ers continued by stating that several
signs point to a favorable year for
your association in 1953. Employ
ment and personal incomes should
remain high. The outlook for home
building is good, and our lending
prospects appear excellent. It is be
lieved that the prices of real estate
will be more attractive than in re
cent years, and home buyers in 1953
will buy with greater confidence.
On behalf of the officers and di
rectors we thank you for your trust
and confidence. We look forward to
serving you in 1953 and will always
appreciate your suggestions for our
increased effectiveness.

The snow storm on Friday
brought on a postponement of the
scheduled meeting of the Methe
besec Club which was to have met
at the Farnsworth Museum. The
new date of meeting will be an
nounced when determined.

Tuesday
'Issue

A Boston Artist Presents
Sculpture To Farnsworth
Museum
The William A. Farnsworth
Library and Art Museum has re
cently acquired, as a part of its
permanent collection, a beautiful
piece of marble sculpture "Head Of
A Monhegan Girl" by Mary O.
Bowditch of Boston. The subject
of the head is that of Hope Ames,
now Mrs. Richard Crockett of
North Haven, where it was modeled
and executed about 1938
Mary O. Bowditch. the sculptor,
was born In Boston and studied
under Bella L. Pratt in the Museum
of Fine Arts School and with Pau)
W. Bartlett in Paris and later with
him in New York City.
Miss Bowditch is represented in
the permanent collection of the
Museum of Fine Arts. Boston, and
has exhibited her work in many
art institutions throughout Nfew
England.

Maine’s second Pine Tree Marine
Platoon will be enlisted during
January, it was announced today
by Major E. J. Miller of the Ma
rine Corps recruiting office in
Portland The entire group of Ma
rines will leave Portland on Jan.
28 and will train together as a Ma
rine unit at Parris Island, S. C.
Major Miler stated that. "He was
anxious to rend a second Marine
group to further the reputation es
tablished at Parris Island by the
original Pine Tree Marine* last
May They were selected as honor
platoon and this privilege goes to
very few and is only achieved
through teamwork, individual pride
and a feeling of “espirit de corps.
"The Marine Corps has always
been desirous of enlisting men from
Maine because of their abilities
and outstanding record* in the
service. Ninety-eight percent of
the platoon that left in May were
, assigned to schools, and a great
i many to air technical school in
Florida.

24th In A Row
Payson Heads Camden Fire
Fighters For 24th Year
Allen Payson, chief of the Cam
den Fire Department since 1929,
was re-elected to the post for the
24th time at the annual meeting
of Atlantic Fire Company, Cam
den.
Elected with him were Maurice
Robbins, first assistant; Clarence
Mitchell, second assistant; Win
field Richards secretary and treas
urer.
At the same time the following
named officers were re-elected:
Leroy Alien, steward; Raymond
Manning. Percy Luce and Robert
Crabtree, relief committee; Percy
Luce
and Clarence Mitchell,
finance committee; Engine No. 1:
Roy Crabtree, captain; Wesley
Barter, lieutenant; Engine No. 2:
William Morse, captain; Robert
Crabtree, lieutenant; Engine No.
3: Charles Dailey, captain; Charles
Chapin, lieutenant; Engine No. 4.
Raymond Manning, captain; Lad
der Truck. Robert Monroe, captain,
Percy Luce, lieutenant; and Hose
No 1, Philip Leonard, captain.

an Impressive coronation ceremony, Rackliff, seven-year old daughter
highlighting the annual Maine Ag of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rackliff
ricultural Trades Show being held
j of 18 Suffolk street for over five
at the Armory, Jan. 13 through *15
Eight attractive Apple Princesses hours, using a portable resuscitator
selected from over 300 contestants pump.
What Is A Teacher?
ln preliminaries conducted by the
Chief Van E Russell, who direct
Maine State Grange, will seek ed the work, informed The Courierhonors.
Gazette that the young girl had Deputy Commissioner Scott
Gave Rotarians a Wholly
They include Juanita King. West been suffering with an asthmatic
Gardiner; Patricia Casey, Kezar condition and when she became dis
New Picture Of Pro
Falls; Joyce Doyen, Livermore; tressed and unable to breathe free
fession
Norma Smith, Portland; Sharon ly her parents called for aid.
Rockland's Rotary Club heard a
Estes, Waterville; Carolyn Moller,
Two firemen at a time worked in
Springvale; Joyce McAllister, Dan shifts until the girls condition was ! complete and enlightening answer
ville and Olive Ouellette, Madison. improved sufficiently that she no Friday to the question—"What Is
State Agriculture Commissioner longer required the help of the res ' a Teacher." It was a trained and
I capable lecturer who gave the
Fred J. Nutter will perform the pirator.
j answer, every word distinctly
honors with members of the Maine
audible in every corner of the din
Apple Committee forming the
To Meet In Bangor ing hall, every sentence complete
panel.
and every thought finished. The
The coronation ceremony will get
under way at 4 p. m., followed by Maine Publicity Bureau Will speaker, Prof. Ernto Scott, deputy
of Education for
an elaborate floral show "Flowers
Hold Annual Session On Commissioner
Maine.
He put his audience
For Milady" staged by the Maine
January 21
Maine Buses
promptly at ease by telling a
Florists Association.
The 31st annual meeting of the pleasant anecdote of his early ac
Selection of Maine's new Apple
Queen opens the annual Maine Ap State of Maine Publicity Bureau quaintance with the late editor of Featured In a Television
ples on Parade campaign in which will be held on Wednesday, January The Courier-Gazette, Frank A.
Broadcast Over Station
Winslow.
more than 1.000 grocers throughout 21, at the Bangor House in Ban
WBZ-TV
He described education as the
the state feature native fruit as the gor, according to an announcement
greatest
business
in
the
country,
A Maine bus line will be featured
"Fruit Buy” of the season.
released today by Arthur F. Max reaching the nto6t people and hav
over Boston's National Broadcast
well. Biddeford, president of tiie ing, directly and indirectly, the
ing Company television network,
Bureau.
greatest number of workers. Every WBZ-TV.
Air Reserves
This marks the first time in the body is a part of education.
A write-up of the Biddeford and
According to Information fur thirty-one year history of the
He told of the early require Saco Railroad Company that ap
nished The Courier-Gazette by the Publicity Bureau that the annual
ments when the “three R's" filled peared in the winter issue of the
Commanding Officer of 9280th meeting has been held in the
the bill because the first task of Maine Publicity Bureau’s quarterly
Flight B. Air Force Reserve, the i Queen City. The policy of holding
the schools was to get the national magazine. "The Pine Cone,” en
Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952 this year-end meetings in different
level above illiteracy. The present titled “Nickel Bus Line,” has been
establishes two categories of reserv I parts of southern and eastern
day trend is constantly upward selected by this Boston TV station
ists, 1. The Ready Reserve, and Maine was adopted a few years ago,
with the standards set ever higher for telecast. The magazine pointed
2. The Standby Reserve.
by the board of directors, to equal —but the end result is the same—
out that this company in Maine
Members of the "Ready Reserve" ize travel' for members and friends
the pupil is no better than the claims the distinction of being the
are available for duty when needed of the Bureau throughout the State
teacher, regardless of fine buildings only line in the country that has
during an emergency, as declared
The afternoon business session and expensive equipment.
operated on a five cent zone fare
by the President. The "Standby has been called for 2 p. m. and will
Mr. Scott’s ideals for the teacher since its Inception in 1885.
Reservists" can be called to active feature a comprehensive presenta and the school of today are plenty
Movies of the Biddeford and Saco
duty only after and actual declara tion of the Bureau’s activities. The high—to teach the pupil to care
buses taken by Murray L. Shepard
tion of war, or by Congressional report panel will be headed by for his physical self and learn
of Cape Elizabeth will be used to
action.
executive manager Guy P. Butler those areas of life he can serve supplement the material furnished
To be eligible for transfer to the who will call on the various de best—to contribute his part to life
by the Maine Publicity Bureau, and
Standby forces a reservist must- partments during the calendar year and to the common good, to learn
the program will be seen by tele
meet one of the three specifications of 1952.
to live co-operatively and if he or vision viewers this week during the
following:
Following this will be a presenta she is a teacher, to be proud of the 6.15 news telecast over channel 4
(a) Have had five years of ac tion of Community Promotion profession and be socially capable
out of Boston.
tive duty, or
Achievement Awards to the cities to meet all problems and spheres
(b) Have had one year of active and towns of Maine that have been of life. The teacher too must be
The only difference between a
duty in World War n and an addi selected by a committee of judges well trained in the job technically d<5pe peddler and a rattle snake Is
tional year of active duty since for their outstanding work in the and have a basic love of children. that the peddler sells his poison.
line of community development in
start of Korean War, or
The chaplain of congress takes
Dlsoovery of new sources of reve
(c) Have had active duty and re 1952.
Principal speakers scheduled for a look at that body—and then nue has always been the politician's
serve training totaling five years.
way of lightening the tax burden.
Reserve membership prior to July the annual banquet in the evening prays for the country
1949 may be counted as inactive will include; Dr Charles F Phillips,
reserve training to establish eligi president of Bates College in Lewis
ton. and George E. Curtis, Jr.,
bility.
You Know We Sell
Members of the 9230th VARTU Augusta, administrative assistant to
OVERSHOES, BOOTS AND RUBBERS
Squadron will receive application Governor Burton M. Cross.
blanks for transfer to the Standby
— BUT —
People do not believe all they
Reserve in the near future. Others
You
Did
Not
Know We Are Having
should apply to their administra read—unless the headlines are
large
enough
to
be
convincing.
A SHOE SALE
tive unit.
Flight B meets at the U. S.
Every ambitious person should
January 12th to 17th
Coast Guard base, Rockland, Fri
remember that lt requires Just as
days, at 730 p. m.
strong “won’t” power as “will”
Selby Styl-Eez
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette power to succeed.
Were $10.95 and $11.95

Now just $8.95

NOTICE

High School Graduates
Who are interested In securing secretarial, accounting, or
other business positions are invited to consult ns regarding new
classes forming TO START JANUARY 19.
Because of our personalized method of instruction, student*
enrolling on that date will enjoy every advantage offered by
the school. Our school is open daily from g.M to 4.30 for
consultation.

Rockland School of Commerce
245 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 148

ROCKLAND CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE
Regular
Monthly Meeting

Also

Air-Tred Shoes
Made in Maine.

Reg. $8.95 and $9.95

This Week—$6.95

CHAMBER OFFICES
431 MAIN ST.

RAYMOND’S SHOE STORE

TUESDAY,’JAN. 13

RAYMOND H. FOGARTY, Prop.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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STARTED WITH A BANG
Bowling Shows Plenty Of Interest With

the New Year—That Shell-Elks Affair
With the beginning of a new year | MCRR (1) Doak 300. Robinson
bowling started off Tuesday night 278. Carsley 263. Willis 295, K.
Drinkwater 283. total 1283.
with a bang as the Elks-Shell affair,
V-B (4) Epstein 254. Hill 260,
was a close and hotly contested one; Gustin 254. Ramsdell 244. Delmon
in which the Shells took all five ico 276, total 1288.
points by close scores and there by
IOOF (1) A. Benner 251, M. Win
going into fourth place in the slow 245. A. Makinen 25&. Hastings
league. The Elks are now in fifth 236. W. Makinen 273. total 1264.
after this loss. The Shells steady 90
Friday: Water Co.. (4) Rector
bowling gave them their first match 262. Ames 249. Melvin 257, Dummy
of the year over 1400 and therefore 240, Simmons 241, total 1249.
must be considered a threat to any j
Eastern Tire (1) Miller 235. J.
top team from here on in. The 1 Miller 208. C. Sleeper 182, (two
Shells with only three strings be- I strings. Dummy 320) ( four strings)
low 90 showed balance enough to Crudell 279. total 1224.
offset the Elks big one of 115 and .
Standing as of Jan. 11, 1953
110.
W
Team
Pet,
L
B Legage had high for the Shells
Gulf
44
6
with 298 and Anastasio had high of
Ind.
38
12
of 287 for the Elks. Tlie margins of
MCRR
31
14
each string were 18. 15 and eight
Shell
34
16
and only 31 on the total. In the
Elks
25
15
other match the Gulf continued
IOOF
23
27
merrily on it's way with a onesided
40&8
16
19
103 pin victory over the 40&8. Their
Legion
9
16
only trouble was the last string
Van Baalen
16
29
which they managed to eke out by
Birdseye
12
28
three small pins and add five more
Water Co.
10
40
points to their win column. Carr
East. Tire
7
43
was high with 305 for the Gulf and
Five Top Averages
Alley's 281 was good enough for the
D. Howlett
98.5
high on the 40&8.
98.1
Thursday night there was another K. Drinkwater
97.6
good match as the MCRR and In E. Cook
973
dependents came head on. In a L. Drinkwater
973
match that was interesting all the E. Perry
This weeks schedule: Tuesday,
way the Independents came out
with four points to one for the MCRR-Van Baalen and IOOFMCRR on the strength of the sec Birdseye. Thursday. Birdseye-Elks,
ond string and the total. The firs', and 40&8-Van Baalen. Friday.
string was tight all the way and fin Postponed matches start.
E. R. Cook, Sec.
ished up a tie hence the second
string total takes two points. The
Independents build up a huge 44
Won The Shoot
pin lead with two boxes to go and
hung on as the MCRR came back
to finish just 18 pins down and a Rockland’s Rifle Club Won
Shoulder To Shoulder
string to go for the total. In the
last string at one time the MCRR
Match At Belfast
had the 18 back and a few more but
Tile Eastern Division Rifle Club
the Independents came back to cut
this down to five on this one string of Rockland got off to a good start
and take the total by 13 pins. Gat- for the new year by winning a
comb had 394 for the Independent’s shoulder to shoulder match with the
high and H. Doak had 300 even for Belfast Legion Rifle Club, Jail. 7 at
■
the MCRR high. In the other match Belfast.
Sinee an increase in membership I
of the evening the V. B. team beat
the IOOF four points to one on the the Eastern Division Club now has
strength of their second string gain an ABC team, while the Belfast
of 43 pins. Ted Wiliiams Delmonico Club consists of an A and B team.
was really hitting them as he rolled Due to a small number of shooters
by far his best match of the year from Rockland, the five high scores
and had high single of 111 and high of each Club's combined teams were
scored.
total of 276. His opponent W. MakSeveral other shoulder to shoul
inen had three pins less with 273 to
der matches are being scheduled in
lead IOOF
the near future.
Friday night only one match was
R. McGray, 188; E. Canning, 182:
bowled as the storm was a little too
J.
Hatch, 180; A. Stiles, 177; R.
much for the Legion and Birdseye
crew. But the battle for the cellar Sheppard, 176; Belfast total. 903.
D. Brown.. 190; W. Jones, 185;
went on as scheduled with the East
D. Huntley. 185; V. Jones. 182; W.
ern Tire taking over sole possession
of last place as the Water Co. beat Huntley, 174; Rockland total. 916.
them by slim margins two out of
the three strings. The Water Co.
took the first string by 18 pins.
Eastern took the second by four
pins and the Water Co. came back
to take the last one by 11 pins and
the total by 25 pins. Rector lead the
Water Co. with 262 and Crudell
kept the Eastern Tire In there with
279
The big changes were the Eastern
Tire taking over last place and the
surge of the Shells to fourth place
and within 098 points of third.
They have come from tenth place
into fourth on the strength of 25
straight points.
Tuesday: Shells (5).. Lord 293,
Legage 298, O. Smith 287, J. McLoon 267. Cook 276. total 1421.
Elks f0> Hanson 269. Kliewer 268.
M. Benner 276. Anastasio 287. How
lett 280. total 1380.
Gulf (5) Hopkins 270. Carr 305,
Oolbv 261, L. Drinkwater 278, Dan
ielson 272, total 1386.
40&8 (O' Davis 267. Bush 229, Al
len 245, Drinkwater 261, Alley 281,
total 1283.
Thursday Ind. (4i Simmons 268.
Gray 296, Gatcomb 3(J4. Perry 284.
Fitch 288, total 1432.

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

good/Vem
SNOW and MUD
RETREADING

SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. David Mann were
supper guests of Prof, and Mrs.
Wilbert Snow Thursday night.
Mrs. Mildred Waldon is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Arnold Stimp
son, in Martinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Elwell were
business visitors in Portland Mon
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batty are
guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Irving McLeod, at Searsport for
a few days.
Philip York of the Portland Light
Ship is spending several days with
his family here.
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey visited
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Godfrey Mon
day at Ingraham's Hill.
Prof, and Mrs. C. Lilbert Snow
and son Gregory have been spend
ing a two weeks' vacation at the
Friese Cottage, returned to their
home in Middletown, Conn, Sat
urday.
Mrs. Grace York has closed her
store and has employment in Rock
land at the Home for Aged Wo
men

CUSHING
Dorothy Crute has returned to
the University of Georgia. Atlanta,
after spending the holiday recess
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Crute, Sr.

Fighting forces are still neces
sary—but education will always be
a nation's best defense.

Give You a

FRTSH START?
Clean

up

bills . . .

pav taxes .. . reduce

monthly payments

fbumal

THE COUNTY AGENT'S CORNER

KNOX-LINCOLN CONTESTS GET HOT

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

[EDITORIAL]

Basketeers From Thomaston and Cam

HAIL AND FAREWELL
Tonight Dr Edwin L. Scarlott assumes his new duties as
chairman of the Rockland City Council, a position of con
siderable importance, actually the full equivalent of the
office of Mayor under the old charter. Dr. Scarlott brings
to the task many ideal qualifications—experience as a council
member, a wide acquaintance with the citizenship through
his profession and active social life and a true understanding
of human problems.
To Carl Stilphen who retires after a number of years as
chairman of the board can be truly said “Well done good
and faithful—”. He has done an extraordinary job. an ex
ample of an efficient and conscientious public official. The
office claims a large share of the incumbent's tune, not only
the technical matters at the City Building, but duties as
representative of the City as well as functions ashore and
aboard visiting ships, in conferences, and making numerous
appearances as speaker, etc. In all these Mr. Stilphen has
served well, and if a distinguished service award could be
made, he would surely deserve it.

den Tie For Top Spot
(By Bob Mayo)
This week's standing of the
Knox-Lincoln league of basket ball
players shows Camden and Thom
aston to be tied for second plade,
with three wins two losses each.
Team standings are;
L

W

Boothbay* Harbor
4
0
Thomaston
3
2
Camden
'
3
2
Lincoln Academy
2
2
Wiscasset
1
4
Waldoboro
1
4
Thomaston got oil in high gear in
the game with Waldoboro Friday
night and led all the way in post
ing their third league win of the
season 45-30. The visitors rallied in
the late stages but never seriously
threatened. Thomaston led at the
period breaks by 16-5; 25-15; and
31-24.
Wayne Webber had over half of
his team's points with 20. while
Ralph Gordon hooked ln 14 for
Thomaston. Dennis Sawyer had 11.
It was well that the home team
built up their early lead, as their
play was far from what it lias been
on other occasions. The win puts
Thomaston in a tie with Camden
for second place. These two play at
Camden Friday. Score:
Thomaston (46) Moody 1 (3);
Sawyer 5 (I); Gordon 5 (4)..; Mac
Farland 1 (4)), Putnam; D. Stone
4, Jameson 1 (1). A. Stone.
Waldoboro (39) Wilshire 1 (4)..;
Schofield 1 (2)..; Johnson, Levensalor 1 (5)..; Hahn. Webber 9 (2).
• • • •
Camden kept their share of sec
ond place by soundly thumbing the
Wiscasset Redskins 62-47. The home
team stayed within reach for a half
but Camden pulled away in the
second half. It was the largest Cam
den jioint total of the year. ..
Pear of the Mustangs hit in dou
ble figures, led by Tommy Manning
who had 19. Jack Goodridge was
next with 13; Johnny Giffin had 12,
and Halsey Murch 10. A 25 point
third period put the taller Camden
team out of reach for good. The pe
riod score were all Camden by 1612; 26-18; and 51-31. Gordon Merry
and George Main collected 18 each
for the losers. Score:
Camden 162) Goodridge 5 (3),
Davis 1; Manning 9 (1), Babb; Ros

ROCKLAND—A DEFEATED CITY!
“What can you expect? Rockland is a defeated city.”
These words, spoken to me Friday by a man I hold in high
est esteem, left me in shocked and speechless silence. The
thought was monstrous—incredible. It was little short of
lese majesty. A deal of thoughtful deliberation has taken
place since then in this thing I call my mind.
The remark brought to an abrupt conclusion a discussion
of the ultimate fate of the burned out Park-Main Street area,
a subject on which I am admittedly somewhat hipped. It
was based on the failure of any definite plans or concerted
action to be thus far developed.
To me the very thought is untenable—a defeated city!
Rockland is my home City—I have served it in a hundred
capacities—my loyalty to it is a final sort of thing, "Without
recourse" the bankers would call it. I would not willingly
live in any other city. It is not perfect, but I guess I love
it because of its shortcomings—the smell of the flats when
the wind is easterly—the drone of the fog signal at Break
water Light—even the cars and big trucks tlie boys park ail
day in front of my house while they play hearts at the Elks
Club.
Rockland a defeated City? Shucks, far from it. I am
filled with a warm and enduring pride in Rockland—
its beautiful Main Street—its improving schools—its fine
churches—its modern government and above all, its people—
wholesome—honest and happily middle class.
Rockland has been good to me—it has been good to all
its people. It has few who are wealthy—it has fewer who are
in dire poverty. It is not wholly progressive with a boom
town bug in its bonnet, yet it is certainly not decadent and
without vision. Its financial status Is excellent, its cultural
aspects secure—show me another Farnsworth Museum in any
City of 10,000 souls. Of course we need a lot of tilings—new
sewers, another new school house, a hundred fine new homes—
what of it? When we have everything, there'll be nothing to
work for. I feel its future is bright—but not too bright. The
most unhappy City in the land is the one which has outgrown
its churches, its schools, its public utilities and its people.
Rockland a defeated City?
Defeated City—Heck!
THE PLACE TO BEGIN - - From the vast storehouse of homely wisdom contained in
the old adages and epigrams that lend spice to our folklore
none are homelier or more hackneyed than the above, yet its
truth goes marching on—"The place to begin is at the be
ginning.”
On Jan. 20 Dwight Eisenhower will begin a task that
fades the cleaning of Aegean stables to insignificance, but
he is beginning, fit and with all in readiness, at the instant
of beginning, his ascension to power. It is a generally ad
mitted fact that he has laid the groundwork by choosing the
best group of assistants with which any President ever was
blessed.
Wise old Bernard Baruch has summed up Eisenhower's
problems in the words of a master thinker. “We must make
our selection between economy and liberty, or profusion and
servitude.” Eisenhower has accepted the challenge and is
embarked on the war to win national solvency, and lt is a
war Just as surely as the conflict called World War II. He
has laid his general strategy and campaign plans to eliminate
waste and inefficiency in the Federal government and to hold
the expenditures in line with the income, and will match in
determination and wisdom the will to save aganst the zeal
of his predecessors in squandering our substance and under
mining the very foundations of freedom.

siter 1 (2), Dinsmore; Murch 5,
Leach 1: Giffin 6.
Wiscasset (47).. Merry 8 (2);
Main 7 (4).., Curtis; Cowley 4 (1);
Blagdon (2); Huber.
• • • •
The Friday storm faced postpone
ment of
the Boothbay-Lincoln
game. This battle will be made up
at the end of the league season. In
girl's games the Crimson Tide of
Camden kept their long streak alive
with a decisive 58-17 basting of
Wiscasset and Thomaston won over
Waldoboro 45-21.
• • • •
The feature game of Tuesday will
be the Rockland meeting with Deer
ing at the Exposition Building in
Portland. This is the first lialf of a
double header
with Westbrook
meeting Portland in the second
game. Deering Is rated as one of the
Western Maine powers this year,
having disposed of everyone in
stride thus far.
• • • •
Rockport evened the count with
Union at Rockport Friday, winning
rather easily 53-30. This practically
assures a play-off between the two
for the Eastern Division Bulwer
league pennant for the second
straight year, as Union won at their
home stand earlier in the season.
In the game Friday Rockport led
by sizable margins throughout. It
was 17-6 at the quarter; 29-10 at
the half and 43-14 after three quarteras. Ralph Thorndike netted 21
points and Marvin Welt 19 for the
winners. Charlie Howard and Bob
Newbert shared the Union point
lead with 10 each. The Rockport
girls evened matters with Union in
a close game 33-29. Score:
Rockport (53) McPheters 2 (2),
Sullivan 2 (2); Thorndike 9 (3)..;
Welt 8 (3), Grey (1); Crockett 1,
Spear (1).
Union (30), Howard 4 (2). B.
Austin 2 (1); Barker 1; Newbert 4
(2); F. Austin 1 (1).

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Marshall
went to Boothbay Harbor and West
Boothbay Thursday, where they
called on relatives and friends.
It is easy to accept another
man’s opinion when you are about
to ask him for a favor.

I produce crops.
Dear Farmer:
A very simple record is all that
Can you remember how much
fertilizer or manure you have ap needs to be kept. As far as fertili
plied to your fields during the past zer is concerned, the amount and
years? Can you remember when analysis used per acre is all you
lime was applied last? How about need. The same applies to lime and
the crops grown on certain fields manure. It might help too if you
and the yields? If you are keeping made a note of the crop grown and
notes or some sort of a single rec yield on each field each year.
I have a sheet on which all these
ord on each field each year, you
have all of this information. This records can be kept. These sheets
information can be of value to you also have a space to keep a record
in producing ctops at the lowest of soil tests results. The sheets are
simple. You could make them your
possible cost.
Good soil fertility is a must in self, but as a service to you I liave
producing good crops. Many farm mimeographed them and it will
ers are using soil tests to check on save you the bother of lining off the
their soil fertility. Soil test records columns. They can be inserted in a
should be kept in a safe place so loose leaf notebook or a folder. If
that comparisons can be made over you have a S.CB. farm plan, they
the years. Along with this, the can be inserted in this with the
amount of fertilizer, manure or map of your farm.
Why not get some of these sheets
lime used needs to be known. If the
soil tests show that fertility is low, and start keeping a soil fertility
it is an indication that too little record on your fields. Call at the
plant food Is being applied each office or drop a card and I’ll send
year. Many farmers can save mon them to you.
Sincerely,
ey on fertilizer because more than
Gil Jaeger, County Agent
enough fertilizer is being applied to

SEARSMONT
Pvt. Howard P. Humphrey re
cently drove home from Fort Bliss.
Texas, to spend a few days with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. K.
Humphrey.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Thcmas and
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Buck and
family were callers last week on
Mrs. Ada Howard and Dudley
Howard.
The W.S.C.S. met at the vestry
Jan. 6. A business meeting was
held and plans for an all day
meeting Feb. 3 were made.
Five members of Victor Grange
attended
the Pomona Grange
meeting. Jan. 6 at Equity Grange,
Belfast.

Even $
Pny’ts
$12
$18

CASH YOU GET
20 Mos.
IS Mos.
$14325 $178.88
215.86
270.93

Above poyments cover everylhing
Interest Chorges: 3% per mo. on bol. up to
$150, 2’/, "4 per mo. on any remainder of
such bolonces up to $300
{Me.-A)

with a
loan.
If you’re steadily em
ployed. and can handle monthly pay
ments conveniently, chances are excellent
you’ll get a prompt “yes.” Phone for a quick,

friendly one-visit loan, write, come in.

From coast to coast folks are

swinging to Ford—America’s
“Worth More” car. It’s worth more
when you buy it... worth more
when you sell it!

THE COURAGE TO LOSE
Time Magazine brings a wealth of worthwhile features to
its readers and one that gave special food for thought re
lated to the Amerada Petroleum Corp, which is engaged in
a search for oil in Canada and this country.
This trail blazing outfit spends tremendous sums drilling
wells, most of which prove dry. unproducir.g holes but some
of these exploratory wells may turn out to be bonanzas. It has
proven professors and geologists wrong in many cases, coming
through with producers in allegedly barren terrain. The dry
well costs as much as the producer so the company is in a
large scale gamble, its motto “If you haven't the courage to
lose, you can't make money.”
It is this type of courage that has given the United States
an enormous oil reserve of over 15.000.000,<X>0 barrels, with
the men who found it taking long chances. No man in his
right mind would take these risks if long profits were not in
the picture.
Our starry eyed left wingers revile this profit system,
yet the system has given us our strength and security as well
as our unrivalled standard of living.

-y
,
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For> ’53, Ford brings you the kind of car you’ve always
wanted ... a car that will “spoil" you for ordinary
cars. For in every department the new Ford offers you
advances that set a new standard for the American
Road. Take, for example, Ford’s longer, lower, more
massive styling and modern hull-tight, construction.
Take its thick, foam rubber cushions and new Miracle
Ride. Never before has a car offered you so many
“Worth More" features at so modest a price. See, Value
Check and Test Drive this trend-setting new Ford
today. Discover for yourself why the swing is to Ford.

A curved one-piece windshield and

Ford’s high-compression

car-wide rear window give you

110-h.p. V-8 is the type

-

visibility unlimited.

of ©ngine America is

YOUR CHOICE OF 3 GREAT DRIVES!

ringing to.

Only Ford in its field offers Fordomotic
Drive. Overdrive ond Conventional
plus the gas savings of the

-v-

Automatic Power Pilot.

HIGH-COMPRESSION SIX!
Ford’s 101-h.p. Six
is the most modern Six

,

v

______

**

I

.

in the low-price field.

■-

CENTER-FILL FUELING!

^31

Prevents "hose strafe" on

the cor s finish and makes
filling up easier from either
side of the pump. Shorter

NEW MIRACLE RIDE!

pipe leaves trunk space for

Not just new softer springs, more

extra suitcase.

responsive shock absorbers ond o

wide front tread, but an entirely

POWER-PIVOT SUSPENDED PEDALS;

new concept of driving comfort

They give easier pedal operation, make fool

space of the entire floor space. No dusty,

drofty floor holes.

Fordomotic Drive, Overdrive, white (Idowoli
tiro*. optional at extra cost. Equipment, occet-

THAT IFKtS TO JAT r<S~

2nd FI., 356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

/mfrocf/oai

FULl-CIRCLE VISIBILITY!
ONLY V-8 IN ITS FIELD!

LIBERALS LOSE THE FIRST ROUND
As could liave been expected the first clash in the lining
up of the new Congress lias been over Civil Rights. The bi
partisan group of liberal Senators sought to change the
Senate cloture rule and thus facilitate the passage of Civil
Rights legislation.
The Senate traditionally has carried its rules from session
to session and the Republics ns "knd supporters in the South
ern group have stood pat on that premise, though through
Senator Taft a two-thirds compromise proposition has "been
offered. The filibuster will in all probability be retained, a
set back for the liberal forces.
This does not mean the end of the battle, but when the
new Congress convenes a new president will be in the
White House and new faces and new ideals in the Congress.
Indications are that Instead of the showdown fight sought
by many liberals, skillful lawmaking and compromise will
result Instead with fair employment legislation that will take
into account the varied social conditions in North and South.
This can bring about a fair labor practice law that will elim
inate the highly debatable and almost unenforceable feature
of Federal intervention.

ARTESIAN WELLS

OBEY these nftoal CM Oetenst

AMERICA GOES FORD!

Loom en Signature, Furniture or Cor

JJ
t&lACnM FINANCE COJ

I three years. Mrs. Beatrice Moody
These a|id the appointive officers
will be installed at a semi-public
meeting on Jan. 19 at 8 p. m. b.v
Mrs. Marietta Packard, D.D.G.M
Should the weather be unfavorable
the installation will be held the
next fair night.
I Refreshments committee will be:
Mrs. Lurana Humphrey. Harold
Cobb. Mrs. Montie Ccbb, Mrs. Har
riet Marriner. Mrs. Thelma Ratten,
and Mrs. Beatrice Moody. Those
not solicited bring pastry or a do
nation of money.

Election of Officers
The annual meeting and election
of officers of Rosewood Chapter,
OES No. 172, was conducted Fri
day evening at the Masonic Hall.
Mrs. Thelma B Ratten was elected
Worthy Matron for the coming
year Mrs. Beatsice Moody, retir
ing Worthy Matron conducted the
meeting.
Other officers elected
were Worthy Patron, Harcourt A.
Daniels; Associate Matron, Mrs.
Maria A. Daniels; Associate Patron,
Lawrence C. Moody; Secretary, Mrs.
Marion Osborne Treasurer. Mrs.
Marietta Packard: Conductress.
Mrs. Evelyn Marriner: Associate
Conductress. Mrs. Clara Sweetland;
member of Finance Committee for

day.

Will $25 to $300

I

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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BOWLING ALLEY
THOMASTON

OPEN SUNDAYS

’55 FORD

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

2-11 P. M.
••8

THE NEW STANDARD
OF THE AMERICAN ROAD!

118 Park SL, Rockland

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
(8ocial and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted The decision of
the editor is final.]
Jan. 15—Knox County Postmasteis
meet in Knox Hotel.
Jan. 15—Theta Rho Girls Club
meets at I.O.O F. Hall, 7 p. m.
kJan.
16—Woman's
Educational
Club meets at the Farnsworth
Memorial.
. j
Jan. 16—Rubinstein Guest Evening
Farnsworth Building.
Jan. 20—Rebekah^ meet at I.O.O.F.
Hall, 7.30 p. m.
j
Jan. 22—Knox Oounty Fish &
Game Association meets in K.
of P Hall, Thomaston, with
supper.
Jan. 28—Finnish-American Festival at Community Building,
o p. m.
Jan. 23—Methebesec Club will meet
with Mrs Alex Vardavoulis, 64
Masonic St., at 280 p. m. Guest
.
„ u- . ,
„
Jan. 30—Rubinstein Club at Farnsworth Building.
Feb. 5—Emblem Club meets at Elks
Home, 8 p. m
Feb. 6—Methebesec Club will meet
at 2.30 p. m. with Mrs. Charles
Whitmore, 294 Broadway
Feb 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Feb 20— Methebesec Club will
meet at Farnsworth Museum at
230 p. m.
March 3—Community Concert at
Camden Opera House, Carol
Glenn, violinist, guest artist.
April 30—Community Concert at
Community Building, De Paur
Infantry Chorus.
June 19-20-21 — American Leg'on
Convention in Rockland.
’ulv 31-Aug. 1-2—Maine Seafoods
Festival, Rockland.
A chimney fire at 585 Main street
required the attention of the Rock
land fire department on Sunday
morning. There was no damage.

The committee from the Emblem
Club which has charge of the club's
card party on Jan. 15 met last
night at the home of Mrs. Adah
Roberts on Lake avenue and com
pleted plans for the entertainment.
Proceeds will be donated to the po
lio drive.

There will be a meeting of Plea
sant Valley Grange Tuesday night
at Grand Army Hall with supper at
6 o'clock. Those upon whom degrees
are to be worked should be on hand
promptly.
The students of Vinalhaven High
School travel to Rockland Thurs
day Jan. 15 to take their fifth an
nual edition of Hi-School Hi-Jinks
to the Rockland High School Audi
torium. The people of Rockland
have a special treat in store for
them as this is an excellent show
and one of which Vinalhaven is
Justly proud. The production was
directed by Arthur Brown assisted
by Mrs. Grace Peterson. Mr. Brown
also serves as pianist for the show.
This production is being sponsored
by the Washington Club of the
Rockland High School to help fi
nance their trip to Washington.

When a pocketbook is lost con
taining money and is not returned,
that is bad enough, but when it
contains identification papers and
other papers of a man in the ser
vice that is very bad indeed. Such
a case came Saturday night ln or
near a local theatre to Arnold
Hocking. He is extremely anxious to
get the papers back though not so
concerned about the money. He
hopes the finder will phone him at
Tenant's Harbor 56-13 or Thomas
ton 375. and mail the pocketbook
to him at Tenant's Harbor or leave
lt at the Courier-Gazette office. If
more convenient chuck it at night
through the letter slot in the Cour
ier door.

ft

GAME PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY
At IM P. M.
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDINO
Aawlcea Knights of Columbus
lg-T&rTh-tf

The need for warm clothing is
desperate in Korea. The members
of the parish of the. First Baptist
Church are urged to take to the
church parlors cleaned and mend
ed garments. No silk or rayon and
no fur coats are desired.

Winter Term
Starts Jan. 19 At Rockland
School of Commerce

Page Three

Four Generations of Ingraham Hill Family

OWL’S HEAD

HARD OF HEARING HELP

SALE VALUES

SUITS & TOPCOATS
$39.50
$29.50
319.50
MEN'S

SEE ARTHUR JORDAN

SHOE SALE

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

j

Save $1. U> $8.

At the
Warren Lions Club

Save S4. le $6.

PHONE 701
High Grade

; 14.95

; 10 95
: 10 95

1-tf

Save $1.50 to $11.

$10.95
$15.00

STORM COATS

;

8.95

Fri, Jan. 16

NOW

-

Walk-Overs,
Enna Jettick,
Air-Step
Charm Step

$9.95
4.95
4.95
3.95

CYA 00

99V.UV

No Goods Charged

SHOE STORE

At the Walk-Over Sign
; Not all sixes bat ■ rood assortment 432 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
to eboooe from

GLOVER HALL, WARREN
Top Grade Merchandise

Truly Magic Low Prices

Name Your Own
REFRESHMENTS ON SALE

ARTHUR JORDAN
as
SWAMI—The Magic Bargain Maker

(M

$8.00

8 to 26

$11.00

Save $1. to <680

$18.00

All Sales Cash

•u’-’

At

$11.00
$10.00

WARM JACKETS

AT 7 O’CLOCK

McLAIN'S

$8.00

BOYS’

Insulated Lining.

Footwear

’ Were

TELS. $»•—624-M
118-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, MB.

511.95

38 le 46

LADIES' AND MEN'S
38 to 44
Save $15.00

Ambulance Service

_

Men’s SKI BOOTS

Real Savings on

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

MEN’S JACKETS

$20.00 With Warm
Insulated Lining-

Men’s DRESS SHOES

MAGIC BARGAINS

NOW GOING i

LEATHER JACKETS
$695 to ,,1.50

PRODUCE HIS

Funeral Home

Funeral Home

Municipal Court

The winter term will start at the
Rockland School of Commerce on
Jan. 19 with classes both in the day
and the evening schools, according
to an announcement by Dr Roy
E. Adams, principal of the school. !
All the regular courses are open
Lenden Jackson, Jr„ is a far cry in the day school leading to a
from an old timer but he retains a school diploma upon completion of
. ...
heaW
tn do‘ngs of other the required subjects that are de
years and has brought in three old signed to prepare students for good
city directories to prove it—1912. positions in business, Civil Service,
1897 and 188E-. That of 1912 was and in Government and State of
... . .
„ ,
echted b>' Pred Sanborn and pnnt- fices.
ed by the Rockland Opinion press.
The evening school offers ac
The two earlier efforts were done counting. typewriting, business Eng
by out-of-town promotors as is lish, and Speedwriting shorthand.
.
.
. . ,
ctone at Pre«nt. Kiln tender, quar- “There is still time for those who
ryman and mariners appeared enroll in the Speedwriting class to
among the listed occupations with qualify for good business positions
frequency especially in the two by the end of the evening school
..
.
term in May," Dr. Adams stated.
earller volumes.
------Classes are held on Monday and
Huntley-Hill Post. Veterans of Thursday evenings.
Foreign Wars, and its auxiliary, will
The school will be open from 8
.
...
..
. .
have a Jolnt meeting at the post a. m.. to 5 p. m.. each weekday and
club rooms, 201 South Main street, in the evenings by appointment. All
Wednesday, at 7.30 p. m„ accord interested may call at the school,
A four generation party was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Elliott at Ingraham Hill Monday
ing to Post Commander Herbert or phone 148, for details or consul
Hillgrove. who has called the tation; appointments may be made evening. Principals in the affair were the persons pictured above. Left to right are: Mrs. Elliott, holding
her grandchild, Sandra Benner, age two; Mrs. Eunice King of Rockland, the great grandmother, holding
meeting.
by phone or letter. Early applica one month old Sharon, and the child's mother. Mrs. Edward Benner of Rockland.
tion is advised as the size o( the
Rockland Fire Chief Van E. Rus classes will be limited.
APPLETON
Art Classes
sell is in Portland today attending
A New District
Dr. Adams points out that a
There will be regular services at
a session of the Association of trained worker can command a sal-1
Maine Fire Chiefs. Professional ary of $10 to 125 more a week than Central Maine Power Co. the Baptist Church Sunday. Rev Adult Instruction Starts To
Donald Ryder, pastor: Church
information will be disseminated one without the proper preparation.
Will Make Waterville Its School at 10 a. m.; morning wor
night With Flora Gray
at the session by competent speak Thus it is possible to earn enough
Center
Cullen the Teacher
ship at 11.15; Young People's Fel
ers and appropriate motion pic extra money to pay the tuition cost,
lowship.
6.30
p.
m.;
the
evening
tures.
Formation of a Waterville Dis
The art classes at the Farnsworth
and from then on there is clear
service at 7.30 will include an oldgain. It is an opportunity for young trict of Central Maine Power Com
Museum
for adults will open this
Monday afternoon the fire de men who want to take a business pany was announced today by A. T. fashioned hymn sing and special
evening under the direction of Mrs.
music
with
a
message
from
the
partment answered a call to the course before being called into mil- Littlefield company vice president,
home of Fay Barton at 38 Mechanic I itftry servlce and for war veterans who also stated that John G. San pastor. Everyone is invited to en Flora Gray Cullen. They are open
to all persons who wish art instruc
street. A flooded oil burner was who wi£h t0 catch up on the train. born of Waterville will be the first joy one or all or these services.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Whitaker tion and will be held weekly
extinguished prior to the arrival ing they have lost. High school manager of the new district.
of the department. There was no graduates have the opportunity to
Included in the new district are and family and Billy Gray of throughout the winter.
damage.
___________
___
____
_
Waterville,
Winslow, Fairfield, Oak- Windsor and Mr. and Mrs George
The course of instruction for the
get a fresh start and to make up
for the lack of preparation which land, Belgrade, Rome. Benton. Al- Buck and familj- of Warren were first four weeks of the classes is
Rockland Business and Profes they now know is important.
bion. Unity, Thorndike, Knox, Free- Sunday visitors at Mr. and Mrs listed below:
sional Women will meet at the
The Rockland School of Com- dom. and portions of such sur- Joseph Moody
I First week; Materials, experiFarnsworth museum Wednesday at merce is approved for training ail j rounding towns as Sidney,' VassalJoseph Moody. Jesse Arrington | ments, free hand, drawing, planes,
8 p. m. for a business session at veterans, including the new law boro, China, Troy, Clinton. Palermo and Leonard Fish attended the shading. All mediums.
which six candidates for member which applies to those who entered and Dixmont.
birthday oelebration for John LcvSecond week; Still life, figure,
ship will be initiated. Annual re the service after July, 1950, known j Principally a change in operating ensaler at Quantabacook Lodge, form and structure.
ports from standing committees as “Korean Veterans." Consults- ! procedure, this new office will add FAcA.M. Saturday night.
Third week; Washes, two planes,
will be submitted and a playlet tion and advice as to educational no further personnel to the com
A 3c David Murphy. USAF, has three colors, oil methods, pastel
weeks $2 67; good till July 1. Sub-,
School Improvement League
will be presented in which Mrs opportunities are available at the pany's Waterville offices Rather lt returned to his base in Cheyenne. techniques.
j The School Improvement League to all other magazines taken, with
Virginia Knight. Mrs. Helvi Ham- school without charge. All veterans eliminates the former office of Di Wyo., after spending the holidays
Fourth week: Composition, ren met Wednesday night with 51 pre appreciation. Prompt and courte
alainen. Mrs. Joyce Champlin. ' are urged to come in and talk over vision Operating Assistant and con with his parents, Mr. and Mrs dering, light and shade, perspective
sent Mrs. Clara Kelsey's room won ous service. Call or write Sher
Miss Lucille Nason, Mrs. Arlene j their plans for the future.
forms with the new policy which is John Chaples.
(aerial.)..
wood E. Frost, 158 No. Main St..
the attendance award.
Williams, Mrs Barbara Griffith
operating successfully in CMP's
Schools opened Monday for the
TeL 1181-J.
3*8
Mrs.
Margaret
Knowlton
and
Mrs.
and Mrs. Ruth Cross will have
winter teim.
tertained the Adult Class of the Mary Epps were appointed a com
City Hall employees have taken other divisions.
parts.
"Ever increasing demands for
Mrs. Maynard Brown and Mrs Baptist Sunday School Wednes- mittee in charge of a card party to
another lease on life. Just at the
beginning of cold weather the electric service in the Waterville Elizabeth Sprowl are ill at their day night,
be held Jan. 28.
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church will , stoker at the building struck and area have made it necessary for home here
CLAYT BITLER
Mrs. Gloria Dyer and Harry Is
'hursday
hold its annual meeting Thursday (
was very Utt]e heat available j Central Maine Power to create this
It is estimated that countless bell were appointed to arrange a
Dan Macintosh has returned
Wants to See YOU About
night at the Undercroft. Election | to keep them warm. A new stoker I new office in order to provide our from Florida
cuss words have been added to our i public dance in the near future.
TELEVISION
of officers for the current year is was installed Monday morning and customers with as close and effici
Mr. and Mrs. John Chaples en- language by alarm clocks
Dishes, which were purchased by
on the agenda.
157-tf
ent
personal
service
as
is
possible,''
i
everything is well again.
money given by Rodney Weeks,
Mr. Littlefield stated. “The district
BORN
Will all those making up a table manager will operate under the su
Cvvhman — At Knox Hospital, for the polio benefit card party at pervision of
Northern Division
Jan. 13, to Mr and Mrs. Raymond
Manager
Spofford
Giddings, who,
the
Thorndike
Thursday
please
Cushman of Friendship, a daughformerly attended to the details of |
bring cards and trays.
ter.
the district operations in addition j Are you shopping for a hearing
Wellington—At Kr.ox Hcspital,
Jan. 10, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
aid as you would for a toaster
APPLETON
10 suPcrv*s“1f t,he eulire Northern
Wellington, a son.
or radio, baling your selection on
The Willing Workers of the Bap- I Dlvialon ”
Saunders—At Memorial Hospital,
,
Originally-a native of Augusta, price or gadget appeal? WHO
Southington, Oonn., Jan. 9. to Mr. tist. Church met ,for ...
their annual ■
?
,
ar.d Mrs Robert L. Saunders
... ..
., .
. Sanborn attended Cony High will serve you and HOW’ your
meeting with the president. Ethel
t
, .
hearing will be cared for is just
'Pauline Thompron of Port Clyde? „
. *
,
f .
... . .. | School of that city and graduated
Moody. Tuesdav A bountiful din’
a son.
as important as the instrument.
,
,,
.
_.
from
Bowdoin
College
in
1942.
r
Dow—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 9. ner was served to 11 members. The
SONOTONE clients are served
„ .
,
While at Bowdoin he flew for the
to Mr and Mrs. Robert Dow of ,following
officers were elected for
Owl's Head, a son
’
., . _
, ,
C.A.A. and upon graduation went. by company trained Consultants.
*7
, .. . _
' Their continued interest in you,
Pelletier—At Seattle, Wash.. Jan 19o3: Co-presidents, Bessie Jackson I directly into the
Naval Aid Corps
and
Beatrice
Moodv;
secretary,
l
8, to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Pelle
insures you of the better hearing
tier. (former Helen Pietroski) of Esther Moody; treasurer, Mary He flew under both the Atlantic
to which you are entitled.
and
Pacific
Fleet
Commands
until
Rockland, a son—William Thomas Gurney; quilts. Sheila Hart, chair- |
Tolman—At Sukeforth Maternity
he terminated active duty in 1946 i I will be available for consulta
Home. Vinalhaven, Jan. 10. to Mr. man, Cecelia Whitney; aprons, Since Joining Central Maine Power tion and advice. No charge and
SPRING HOUSECLEANING
and Mrs. Harvey A. Tohnan. a Elizabeth Gushee. chairman. Clara the same year, he has worked in ! no obligation. Why not investi
a daughter—Cheryl Jean.
Wentworth: fancy work. Ruby
various capacities ln most of the gate Sonotone FIRST. First in
Big Savings on Odd Lots and Broken Sizes of
Chaples, chairman. Esther Moody;
departments of the Waterville of better hearing.
MARRIED
toys, Mary Gurney, chairman. Eve
Suits. Topcoats, Storm Jackets, Coats and Shoes.
Steele-Willis — At Owl's Head, lyn pitman. An afternoon meeting fice.
Mr L. W Butler
Sanborn and his wife, the for- I
Jan. 2, Roger Lcroyce Steele of
WiU Be At the
Thomaston and Doris Geneva will be held Jan. 13 at the par mer Marie Haluax of St. Louis. Mo
WiilLs of Owl’s Head—by Albert E. sonage. Rev. Mr Ryder was pres j reside at their home at 21 Johnson
Sonotone
j Ma Phail. Notary Public.
ent during the afternoon.
; Heights, Waterville.
KeaiMiru-llamalainen—At Lewis
ton. Dec. 6. 1952. Rene Beaulieu of
|vere 49.75 to 60.00
Hearing Center
REDUCED TO
CARD OF THANKS
V ARD of thanks
New Britain. Conn, and Miss Mau
We wish to thank relatives and j
We wish to express our deepest Thorndike Hotel, Rockland
reen Barbara Hamalainen of Rock friends for their kindnesses to us
PRICES ON
land.
MR 39.50 to 45.00
during the illness and after the appreciation to the Appleton and
OTHER SUITS NOW
Union
Fire
Departments
for
sav

THURSDAY. JAN. 15
! death of our sister, Mrs. Susie
ing
our
home
in
our
recent
fire,
DIED
Hunter, also those who sent
OTHERS ARE
and to the many friends who1 9 A. M. to 5 P. M. — COME IN
L. W. BUTLER
Reed—At East Boothbay. Jan. 10, i flowers
irere 25.00 to 35.00
Certified Sonotone Consultant
FOR A FREE HEARING TEST
NOW PRICED
Mrs. Mae Barstow Reed formerly j Mr. and Mrs. W S Pierson, Mr. helped us at that time.
Joseph
B.
Gushee
and
family.
of Rockland, age 73 years. Inter- ! and Mrs. Aleck LeClair, Mr. and :
6-lt
ment in Damariscotta.
I Mrs. Walter Wall
6*lt I

RUSSELL

BURPEE

•

Helpers the past two weeks on
Th- continued case of Dalton
the school lunch were Mrs. Kath
leen Stone. Mrs. Bertlia Perry. Mrs. Brown of Lincoln, charged with
Agnes Jillson, Mrs. Kay Philbrook, drunken driving as the result of an
Mrs. Frances Montgomery, Mrs. automobile accident which occurred
Mary Epps. Mrs. Lillian Roberts,
Jan. 5. was taken up at Saturday
Mrs. Mildred Edwards, Mrs. Ar- morning session of the Municipal
manda Ross, Mrs. Gloria Spinney, court, Judge Zelma M. Dwina! pre
Mrs. Lucy McMahon. Mrs. Evelyn
siding. The accused was found
Ross, Mrs. Alice Woodman, Mrs. guilty of operating a motor vehicle
Miriam Isbell. Nfrs Lucille Curtis, while under the influence of intox
Mrs. Ellena Fredette, Mrs. Mar icating liquor and was sentenced to
garet Knowiton, Mrs. Irene Pipipay a fine of $100 and costs of $5, or
cello and Mrs. Betty Haskins.
30 days in jail. Brown appealed the
Members from Owl's Head at sentence to the February term of
tending the
Traveling Grange the Knox Oounty Superior Court
meeting recently at Mt. Pleasant
and was released in bail of $200.
Grange, West Rockport were Mr.
Judge Dwinal ordered Browns li
and Mrs. Arthur Decker. Mr. and
cense to drive suspended pending
Mrs Alfred Fredette. Mrs Effie Dy
the appeal.
er. Edwin Newhall, Charles Willis,
•• • •
Gloria Joy, Robert Murray.
Charged with being a fugitive
Otis Lewis is employed at the from justice Edwin Wickstrom was
Thorndike Hotel as chef.
wanted by New Hampshire authori
Alvin Hurd who has been ill, is
ties after hving been indicted by a
much improved.
jury in that State on a charge of
Mrs. Effie Dyer, Mrs. Mary Brown
abandonment of a minor child. The
and Mrs. Ellena Fredette were
case was continued by Judge Dwl
luncheon guests Wednesday at the
nal until Jan. 26.
home of Mrs. Courtney Foster,
Rockland.
have arrived and are in use. The
Mrs. Lottie Robbins, who has been
League is grateful for gifts of mon
a patient at Knox Hospital, is now
ey received the past few months
convalescing at Nye’s Lodge, Rock
from the following people; Mrs
land.
Lillias Sprague, Mrs. Grace Faunce,
Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell and son
Mis. Harry Ross, Rodney Weeks.
Franklin of Sidney were recent din
Mrs. Emily Faber.
ner guests ot Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Also a table given by Owl's Head
Brown.
Grange, a pressure canner and dish
The Extension Meeting scheduled
towels by Mrs Emily Weeks, chairs
for Thursday, Jan. 15, has been
and table forks by Mrs. Inez Mont
changed to Jan. 30. The subject
gomery, use of hotel dishes by
Keeping Fit With Proteins" will
George Sleeper, teaspoons by Clara
be presented by Miss Winifred
Kelsey, a chef's table by Myra
Ramsdell, HDA. The meeting on (
Scammon, an electric fan by Her
Better Buttonholes" will be held
bert Montgomery, table and chairs
in February.
by Farm Bureau, a table by Helen
Mrs. Inez Montgomery', clothing
Montgomery and large hotel type
leader, and Mrs. Frances Mont- i
gomery attended the Extension ] electric mixer by Lincoln McRae.
refreshments
were
training class held Friday on “Bet-' Delicious
served at the close of the meeting
ter Buttonholes" at the Farnsworth
by Benjamin Lindsey, Ri ssell
Museum In Rockland.
Woodman, Stanley Heath. Ted Has
Mrs. Bertha Borgerson is a sur- i
kins, Alvis Epps, Joseph Godfrey,
gical patient at the Eastern Maine
Lorimer Walker, Harry Isbell, Her
General Hospital. Bangor. She is
bert Montgomery. Ashley Gray,
being cared for by her daughter.!
Carl Philbrook.
Beryl Borgerson, R. N.. who Is on ■
leave of absence from the Brooklyn 1 Special introductory offer on
Visiting Nurses Association, N. Y. ! US. News and World Report, 26
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KN8X THEATRE, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WALDOBORO

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 250

Grange Corner

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
AdTfrUwmfQU In this column not to eacred three lines Inserted
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cento each for each line, hall price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special notice! All “blind ads” so railed, L e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaxette
office for handling, cost 25 cento additional.

A special Town Meeting is to be
held in Waldoboro High School Au
ditorium on Thursday. Jan. 15 at
8 p. m. to vote on whether the
town will accept the provisions on
a gift of land for the new elemen
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
tary school by John H. Miller or
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
authorize the expenditure of $2000
keeping will be maintained fur these ads.
from the School Building Fund for
ALL MUST BE P AID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
the purchase of this site.
accounts with The Courier-Gsiette. Count the Words—Five to a
Mrs. Raymond Bagley has left
for Florida where she will spend
two months.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Black, of
WANTED
FOR SALE
Rockland were guests Sunday of
COCKIER
Spaniel
Puppies. ) MIDDLE-Aged Lady would like Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ralph.
thoroughbred for sale.
Eight I to assist at dinner parties and
Mrs. Eldora Gross spent the
weeks old $15 for male. $10 for fc- baby-sit for mothers. References. weekend with her son and daugh
scene from "The Ouiet Man", starring John Wayne and Maureen
6‘lt
TEL. 922 after 5 p. m.
male. TBL. Camden 2491.
ter-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Elroy O'Hara, color bv Technicolor. Thursday only, at evening show. "Arrow
NEW Milch Cow and Calf for
AM looking to buy House in or Gross.
head Ranch Trio.”
sale; 42 South Main St. TEL near Rockland. Write W.JS., ”, I
There
will
be
a
meeting
of
the
The Courier Gazette, giving full
.
.
254-W____________ __________
AT STRAND THEATRE. THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY
"GLENWOOD Kitchen Range ■particulars, price, location, im- i Extension Association on WedosdMMC-HM-uetttt
6
8
nesdayt
Jan.
14.
Mrs.
Dorothy
provements.
with oil burner, for sale. Excellent
condition
TEL 1382-R. after
CAMP on salt water wanted. Wincapaw, Mrs. Julia Burgess, and
5 p m.________
£2 Please write BOX A, % The Cou Mrs. Pearl Mills are in charge of
^36 FT. Boat. 10 ft. 4 in. beam. 3 rier-Gazette and state price and the dinner.
ft draft, for sale. Pour years old. description.
6*8
Mrs. Arthur Benner of Randolph
Cedar strip construction. Built
A
SINGLE
or
Twin
Bed
wanted.
has been visiting relatives in town.
extra heavy, fully found, 10 watt,
Tel.
Roger Ralph. Southington, Conn,
radio
telephone.
Fathometer, MRS DYSON JAMESON
6-1
junior. Grey marine 2:1 reduction Warren 11-4.
spent the weekend with his pargear. Now" lobstering. TEL. 121
I WILL take elderly people to ents Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ralph,
or write * Box. 163, Vinalhaven.
board in mv home, also bed pa
4*6 tients.
EDITH MADDOCKS.
Engagement Announced
Stanley Vannah of Waldoboro is
DRY Slabwood for sale, stove Burkettville. Tel. West Appleton
lengths, delivered. $10 per load, 12-13._______________________ 6'8 announcing the engagement of his ■
approx, one cord. BOB ROGERS
EXPERIENCED Tree Men need daughter Joan Louise, to Clyde Ed- i
Tel. 257-M3.
4*6
ed immediately to work in south ward Gcnthner. son of Ralph and !
“SHOPSMITH" is not a combina ern New England. Wire collect or Annie Genthner of Mcdomak. Miss !
tion, but Instead the only real Tel. BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS.
multi-purpose power tool built. Stamford, Conn.
6-8 Vannah is employed at the Syl
vania Electric Products, Inc., in■
Bee lt at W. D. HEALDS, “next the
GENERAL Housework and clean Waldoboro. Mr. Gcnthner is serv
Village Green”, Oamden, Me
4-9
FURNITURE and misc. items for ing bv hour wanted. TEL. 1448-J ing with the U. S. Navy and is sta- |
6’lt
sale. Girls' Coats, sizes 12 and 16.
tioned at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 1
$5 each TEL 219-M.
4*6
POSITION as housekeeper want The wedding will take place on his
6 8
SIX 6-ft. plate glass Showcases ed. Adults. TEL. 1448-J.
next furlough.
for sale. LLOYD'S PHARMACY.
KOREAN Veterans: The Rockland
Main St.
__________
itjf School of Commerce is approved
~COMPRESSOR for sale, garage for training under PL. 550. for
MATINICUS
model in excellent condition. 4 educational be'nefits. New classes
Announcement has just been re5-8
cubic feet Call BICKNELL Mfg. start Jan. 19.
I ceived of the marriage, Dec. 20.
Co . 360
155-tf
HMwv'I^wn^pNDANTSi « Ath^ Tenn..
Charles
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Trap Stock, largest supply In positions available for attendants, O'Reilly and Miss Virginia Smith.
Maine INDEPENDENT LOBSTER preferably between ages 30 and 55. Miss Smith’s home is in Athens,
David Wavne is doing the strumming and Mitzi Gaynor lAs Eva
COMPANY, Rockland. Tel. 303.
Full maintenance, annual vacation Tenn. and she is a teacher there. Tanguaryl the listening in "The I Don't Care Girl,” Twentieth Century129 tf two
weeks,
sick
leave,
legal
holidays
,
i
Eox
Technicolor musical based on the life and era of the celebrated Miss
..
' . ,,
I 7 .
! Mr. OReilly has made has home on
J
1947 PONTIAC for sale; radio. or time off in lieu. Apply in person
Tanguary. Oscar Levant also stars in the film, opening today at the
heater.
Priced reasonable; 116 or in writing with references to Matinicus for Che past four years, Strand Theatre in Rockland. Geoige Jessel produced the film which
No. Main St. PHONE 610
128tf Augusta State Hospital.
having taught the school there for will continue its local engagement through Saturday.
Francis II. Sleeper. M. D„ t,wo years jje is now teaching in
Superintendent.
LOST AND FOUND
Circle gave her a handkerchief and
142-T-18 I tde Wesleyan College, Athens,
------------------------------------------------ ! Tenn.
j card shower at her home, in honor
TAN and wfiiite female Beagle
aMAIE Children wanted to: Row.land
Jr„ received
WARREN
I of her birthday anniversary, the
lost Friday afternoon. Answers to board, days only. TEL. 1351-R. ■
,,
.
. ’
_
4-g honorable mention in the “Three
date which fell on Jan. 1. The big
ALENA L. STARRETT
name of Queenie. IBRA MET cit,.
Correspondent
CALF. Warren, Me.
6‘8
birthday cake was made by Mrs.
ROOM and Board wanted by Wishes" composition contest spon
Telephone 49
POCKETBOOK Lost—In or near Coastguardsman. Must be close to sored by the Maine Seacoast Mis
; Earle Moore and Mrs. Moore, and
4*6 sion. Rowland is in the sixth
local theatre. Pocketbook contain town. TEL. 1590.
—
sister, Mrs George Stevens made
ing money and Armed Forces iden
EXPERIENCED Driver in Win grade and had to compete with
Miss
Clytie
Spear
of
Brooklyn,
N.
arrangements for the party,
tification.’cards lost. Finder please ter weather wanted to accompany
of her
p. T. A.
phone me at once or mail to me or lady going to Orlando, Fla., after pupils in the sixth, seventh, and y was a recenl,
leave in The Courier-Gazette office the New Year. Man preferred. eighth grades in schools in Ma brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and j Orett Robinson of Thomaston will
or push through corner mail slot EMERY. Tel. 435-W3.
Brennan,
157tf tinicus and other Maine Coast Mrs
show movies of his trip to Europe
in door as I need the papers very
islands.
DON’T DIG!
Miss Jane Pendleton has resumed last summer, at the January meetbadly indeed.
Phone ARNOLD
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Ames
were
All
kinds
of
Pipes,
Sewers
and
HOCKING, Tenant's Harbor 56-13
her studies at the Providence. R. I., ing of the Warren PTA tonight
Drains.
Cleaned
electrically. 1 Sunday dinner guests of Mrs. Caror Thomaston 375.
Bible Institute, after a vacation (Tuesday) at the grade school,
PETER
ALEXANDER
Tel.
Bel

N. B. Keep the money as a re
153*9 rie Ames and family.
passed with her parents in this
ward if you wish, but please return fast 731-W
Install Officers
Supper guests of Mr. and Mrs
OIL Burners wanted to clean. , _
... . x town. Her brother, Raymond Pen
the papers.
6-lt
Mrs. Edith Spear, a past presi- .
Price $3. FIX-IT SHOP, 138 Cam- j Cl'°‘by Ames on New Year s Nl«ht’ dleton, Jr.. has returned also to ident
of thp £ A
den St. TeL 1081-W.
125tf ; were Mr. Forbes. Barbara and Boston. Mass., after a holiday visit ary guv an(J aideg
EGGS & CHICKS
|
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work ' June Thompson,
’ Alice Peabody, guide Miss Ida
Naida Quimby of Rockland was dereSEX-Link Chicks for sale. Maine done at the Mend-It Shop. 102
Due to stormy weather, the sec- Stevens, assistant guide; Mrs. Ruth
U. S. Approved Pullorum clean, Union St.. Grove St. entrance. Tel. I a recent guest at Ralph Phllbrook’s.
6*11
Mr and MrsChaney Ripley and ond postponement of the Congrega- Maxey, as first color guard, and
high egg producing stock, very low 1680. EVA AMES.
mortality. BYRON MILLS. Wal
daughter Sandrahave gone
to tl0nal Church and parish meetings Mrs. Ruth Perry, as second color
doboro. Tel. 51-3.
6tf DON “ SON 6 Ldancl St Tel" Marshfield. Mass., for the Winter.
made Saturday and the meet- guard, installed the officers-elect of
MALNE-U S Approved Pullorum
' ' Ed. Lewis and Orel Oehrmann in« daU
for n€Xt Salurda>'the E. A. Starrett Auxiliary, SUV.
123-W
98tf
Clean Black sex-link pullet Chicks
DONT discard your old or are working at Wheaton’s Island. I The Jan. 15th meeting of the at a special meeting Thursday affor sale, from eggs produced by our
Hilda and Eileen Ames have re- Warren Woman’s Club Study Unit j ternoon. Mrs. Inah Overlock w as
own breeders. Bred Tot high pro antique furniture. Call. H. JOHN
11ms been cancelled.
appointed musician. Only officer
duction and excellent livability. NEWMAN for restoring and re turned to Brookline. Mass.
finishing;
48
Masonic
St.
Tel.
JAMESON
POULTRY
FARM
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Philbrook
Committees named for the stated not Present for installation was
ltf
Waldoboro. Maine. TeL 163 3'8 1106-M
have been on the mainland on meeting of Ivy Chapter. OES Pri-1NIrs Freda Richards, elected first ,
business.
day night are, Mrs. Edna White, I color 8uard. who will be installed
MISCELLANEOUS
TO LET
Charles Coolbroth has been Mrs. Bernys Jameson and Mrs j later
spending a few weeks at his home Teresa Munroe, refreshments and! Mrs ®Pear w as presented a gift
FOR EXPECTANT
THREE-Room furn. Apt. to let.
MOTHERS ONLY
in behalf of the Auxiliary, by Mrs.
Adults only: 57 PACIFIC ST 6‘8
J. O. Jameson, entertainment
If you guess exact day of arrival, in Tenant's Harbor.
TWO Room-, bath, kitchenette, you will receive free a baby auto
' The Baptist Fellowship supper ' Edith Wotton. newly installed aux
unfurnished, to let, 212 Main St. .-eat. Register now at MEREDITH
will be held Thursday night, the iliary president.
TENANT’S HARBOR
TEL. 194-R____
6tf FURNITURE CO.. Rockland.
Meetings of the Auxiliary are
following committee in charge of
Mrs. Susie B. Hunter
HOSPITAL Beds for rent, rea
«tf
now recessed to March 25.
arrangements,
Mrs.
Waino
Lehto
sonable rate.
UNITED HOME
Mrs. Susie B. Hunter, widow of
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
SUPPLY CO, 579 Main St., TeL Service and Repair. Write or Call Capt. Arthur Hunter, died Dec. 14 and Mrs. Maurice Davis.
939, Rockland.
55and61-EOT 258 Water St., Augusta. TeL 3770 or
: Joseph Hahn is located at the
LOUDVILLE
at the home of her sister, Mrs. W.
Lamont Nursing Home at North
THREE-Room Apt. unfurnished Rockland Rep.. John C. Benson.
Our
teacher,
Mrs. Ruth S Mains,
to let. Lights, hot and cold water. 376 Broadway, Rockland, TEL S. Pierson in Rockland.
’ Waldoboro.
returned here last Sunday and our
Mrs.
Hunter
was
bom
at
Tenant
’
s
836-W
144-tf
TEL. 1018-M.
5*7
Mystery Circle will meet Thurs winter term of school began Jan.
Harbor, Oct. 26, 1877, daughter of
SMALL Furnished Apt. to let.
day night with Mrs Fred Starrett. 5.
second floor. Adults. Apply 12
Henry and Deborah (Hart) Wall.
Warren friends will be pleased to
Mrs Elizabeth Prior is at East
WARREN ST.
5-7
She is survived by two sisters, Mrs.
~
_
nli.,
j
learn
that
Mrs
Florence
Davis
will
;
union
to help care for her mother.
FOUR-Room Modem Apt. to let.
W. S. Pierson, Rockland; Mrs. Alec
„
____
carry on her Pine Cone Gut Shop Mrs. John Anderso
Anderson, who is ill.
Automatic oil heat. Easy walk to
SHORTHAND
LeClair, Lynn, Mass; a brother,
town; 35 Pearl St., TeL Camden Yes, Shorthand is worth REAL
at her home during the winter
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Willey of
Walter Wall of Worcester, Mass.,
3006
5-7
MONEY these days! Women,
months. She has re-stocked since New Harbor called on Mrs. Willey's
four nieces and six nephews. Inter
FURNISHED, heated Apt. for married or single, are greatly
Christmas with many new articles. mother. Mrs. Ida Smith, last Thursment
was
in
Sea
Side
cemetery,
needed for office positions. You
rent. TEL. 519-J.____________ 5*7
Pva. Charles Berry returned Sun
Tenant's Harbor. Bearers were:
FIVE Room Upstairs Apt. with can learn Speedwriting in just a
Helen Poland spent last
day to Camp Breckinridge, Ky., affew
weeks’.
flush to let. 5 rm 1st floor with
Harold Dowling, Albert Watts, Wil
ter a short leave here with his par- Wednesday with Mrs. Lettie Garbath. ARTHUR PEASE. Thomas Call, phone or write for details
lis Wilson and Prank Dowling.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Roland Berry'. land.
ton 169-13.___________________ 5tf
ROCKLAND SCHOOL
Thursday was "Baby Day" at our
Leo Laukka has been in New York
APARTMENT to let. 5 rooms,
Our pioneer ancestors endured a
OF
COMMERCE
post-office. Little Frankie Elwell,
heat. CALL 1061-R.
4*8 TEL. 148
245 MAIN ST.
lot of hardships, but they never had on business.
4*6-7
Mrs. Henry Laukka has been Larre Gifford and Jennie Lee and
TWO-Room Apt., attractively
to sit in a cold rain and watch a
fum. to let on Camden. St. with
taking the place of Mrs. William , their respective mothers and sevSECOND-Hand Fundture bought f<x>tball
bath and elec refrig. CALL 1219. and sold. TeL 1374-W. C. W |
Stanford at the school hot lunch eral others called on Lettie Prior,
3tf SEWALL.
107tf
The reason a man can shop more room while Mrs. Stanford has been How much these little folks
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt. to
quickly than a woman is because j at home caring for her husband ; brighten our lives!
Jet. TEL. 915-J
ltf
FOR .4 BUSINESS CAREER
,
i who is ill.
I
~
UNFURN 4-room heated Apt. day or
crunm
“ more e“lly natUred
Mr. and Mrs. LaPorest Daucette
OL-nkJLJL
- - ■ ----to let. thermostatic controL elec, EVENING
kitchen range, elec, refrig., hot and
REAL ESTATE j and infant son, Robert of Rockport,!
ROCKLAND SCHOOL
oold water, flush, $8 per week;
. are passing a few days in this town
COMMERCE
|
EIGHT-Rioom
House for sale, full with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.,
4 Rankin St., over Carr’s Store
TEL 25 after 6 p. m or before Telephone 148
245 Main St teth and sun
aUo
q
830 p. m.
ltf
rant, seating 14. across street, fully
FURNISHED
Apts
to
let. ------------------------------------------------ J equipped. For information write
Officers Elected
JOHNSON 111 Pleasant St.
MRS. R. B. ULMER. Port Clyde
New officers elected by the Con- j
149tf
FURNISHED COTTAGES
------------ ----- ------------------------------ I gregational Circle for the coming
FIVE-ROOM Apt. to let. TEL.
Re^XVV^nV^
rMavnard
MAINE ESTATE
Produced Promptly
•15-J.
146-tf
SAFETY HARBOR. FLORIDA
on our
ness
for
nearly
half
a
century,
with
President;
Mrs.
George
Buck
and,
Close to SL Petersburg, Clear
FURNISHED and Unfurn. Apta.
offices in the principal cities from ; Mrs. Dana H Smith, 6r., vice preswater and Tampa.
to let. Central and No. End loca
Automatic
Press
Write for Information circular
ooast to eoast. More people have idents; Mrs. Sidney Wyllie, treasurtions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST 119tf
No Job Too Big
bought country real estate, stores
q—,
I
139-tf
SANDING Machine and Polisher
and gas stations through the *r’ “f*
Come In and Watch It Work
to let. Also a Wall Paper 8teamer
Strout Realty than through any Mrs
McCluskey, ticket sell-]
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
1 other real estate firm. If you are er; and Mrs. Michael Halligan,
CO. 440 Main St
ltf
interested in selling your property. penny collector and auditor.
RUBBER STAMPS | Strout
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts
rulers you the facilities of
Mrs. Jameson Showered
to let on Willow St. TEL. 938 or
its nation-wide sales organization
Job Printing Department
ANT SIZE
1219.
101tf
RICHARD P. LUFKIN, 8upL
without any obligation and at no
Mrs. Dyson Jameson was pleas
b Order a*
coet to you. For a free listing of antly surprised Thursday night PHONE 779, ROCKLAND, ME.
HEATED and unheated furnished
100-aw-tf
THE COURIER-GAZETTE vour place. Just telephone FRED when 16 members of the Mystery
Apts, to let. V. r. STUDLEY, 77
A DEAN. Camden 577.
6*8
Park St. Tela. S0«0 or 1234.
ltf

t
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North Haven Orange
North Haven Grange held its In
stallation Saturday evening, Jan.
3.
The installing officer was W.innie
Ames, assisted by Leola Smith as
marshal; Nellie Robinson was re
galia bearer and Florence Larson,
emblem bearer.
New officers are: Master, Vernon
L. Beverage; Overseer, Alice Orant;
Lecturer, Mildred F. Mills; Steward.
Kenneth A. Mills.
Assistant Steward, Alden Mills;
Chaplain. Louise Staples; Treasur
er, Hiram S. Beverage: Secretary,
George L. Young; Gatekeeper. Ber
nard R Mills.
Ceres, Nellie Beverage; Pomona,
Vernita Arey; Flora, Florence
Brown; lady assistant steward, Net
tie Crockett. New members of the
executive committee is Lawrence I.
Grant.
Scallop stew and cakes were
served after the installation. Ber
nard R. Mills provided music on his
accordion for dancing and games.
Pleasant River Grange
Installation of officers of Plea
sant River Grange was held on Jan.
7 with Past Master Winnie Ames
as installing officer, assisted by Le
ola Smith as marshal, Jennie Web
ster as emblem bearer, Harriet Pen
dleton of North Haven Orange as
Regalia Bearer and Ann Webster as
pianist.
Officers for 1953 are: Master,
Nellie Robinson; Overseer, Oeorge
Wright; Lecturer, Leola Smith;
Steward, Curtis Webster.
Assistant Steward, Leroy Dyer;
Chaplain. Alice Whittington; Trea
surer, Melville Smith; Secretary,
Florence Lawson; Gatekeeper, Her
bert Calderwood.
Ceres, Mary Wentworth; Pomona,
Albra Whittington; Flora, Norma
Lloyd; lady assistant steward. Ber
tha Dyer; members of executive
committee for three years, Oeorge
Wright.
After the installation, refresh
ments were served by Mary Went
worth, Albra Whittington and Nor
ma Lloyd. Colored slides were shown
and dancing enjoyed by the mem
bers and their guests.
,
Ten members of North Haven1
Grange were present.
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Outdoor
KNOX COUNTV
£w

By
MPH

VJ. TVlER

President Lew Colomy of the big
It is expected that the January
meeting of the Knox Oounty Fish State association declined to push
and Game Association will be held either of these drast ic proposals to
a motion from the assembly.
In Thomaston on the night of the
Lew. well known in this area for
22. The usual annual schedule his several appearances as guest
called for the meeting to be held speaker at the Knox and Meguntlin Rockland, on the third Thurs cook Associations, lost his former
day of the month, but a canvass of running mate Jim Carr, well known
Richmond sportsman, as first Vice
the usual meeting places found
President. This action also rubbed
them all in use on that evening. many delegates the "wrong way.”
The ensuing delay shortened the
The convention assembly went on
time for making new plans and with record as supporting an increase
five Thursdays in the month it was in pay for fish and game wardens.
decided that .the 22 was a better —Voted to support a bill making
date for making full arrangements. the bear a game animal.—To re
The usual pre-meeting supper is tain the present Maine deer sea
planned.
son pattern.—To unanimously op
The meeting place and entertain- ! pose any move to have firearms
ment program will be given in the registered and to support a bill
next column and the usual adver abolishing the training season for
tising space in this paper
coon hounds from Sept. 1 to Oct. 15.
• - • .
Joseph Talbot of the Megunticook
Was quite surprised at the news Fish and Game Association in
following the recent annual con Camden and “yours truly” of the
vention of the big Maine Fish and Knox Fish and Game were re
Game Association in Freeport.' elected to the executive committee
Under headlines in the Portland of the big affilliation for this area.
Press Herald of Jan. 5. it appears
The next meeting will be held In
that *he present Fish and Game February in which the resume of
Commissioner Roland H. Cobb and proposed fish and game legislation
his staff of veteran officials from will be discussed.
the long existing Stobie admini
• • * •
stration in the affairs of the De
From personal observation in my
partment, was the object of a
three years or contact with the
slashing attack by the Presumpscot
Maine Fish and Game Association
Valley Fish and Game Club.
is appears that a large percentge
The Forestry Department, also
of serious criticism of Fish-Game
came In for a share o! outspoken
Deparlment comes from the cen
disapproval relative to alleged in
tral and Northern counties. Ob
difference during last fall’s hunt
viously the sportsmen in these areas
ing season, to extremely dry and
have facts and figures to support
dangerous conditions in the South
their charges, for most of their
ern part of the State.
arguments are quite convincing.
Due to other urgent responsibili
Their localities are really the "big
ties we missed this apparently ‘‘hot
time" of this year-round performmeeting. Likewise we missed one
anca of seeking sport, by hunting
of Ben Crockett’s (President of
and fishing in Maine. To many it
Freeport Fish and Game Associa
means their livelihood, their bread
tion) fine turkey dinners.
and butter, they have a right to
The attack on Commissioner Cobb
“kick" at genuine irregularities.
appeared from' the Press Herald's
Down In this part of the State
UNION
report to have stemmed from Cobb's
quite
remote from the wilderness
MRS. FLORENCE CALDEiRWOOD alleged stand taken on the new
area and with little water actually
Correspondent
Indian Pond Dam. now under con
Telephone 10-24
suitable for the national propogastruction by the Central Maine
tion of game fish, but with a native
Power Company.
and tourist population ever expect
Indian
Pond,
in
the
Kennebec
Thomaston basketball teams boys
ing good fishing come what may,
and girls play Union tonight (Tues River, a few miles below Moosewe are actually a benifleiary of the
day) at Thompson Memorial Bldg, head’s East outlet holds a fast
growing interest among fishermen Fish and Game Department to
at 730 p. m.
keep things going and we are ever
Mrs. Laura Kirkpatrick enter fot its potentialities as spawning
grateful for what we get from them.
area
for
game
fish
in
the
upper
tains the Farm Extension AssociaPersonally I believe we get as
tion Thursday, Jan. 15, and the Kennebec. The area provides some
much by requesting as we would by
subject for the day "Better Button- of Maine’s finest fishing during
open water season; a condition that demanding. Our good relations with
holes.”
the Fish and Game Department are
Howard Hawes attended a three- must be well realized by the De
enviable and have been attained
partment.
day dairy school at U. of M.. Orono,
without shouting, pounding of fists
The new dam presents an impas
the past week.
or "getting our shirts off.”
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson and sable barrier to migratory game
• • • •
children fo Friendship and Mr. fish who would enter Indian Pond
A real likable young sportsman
and Mrs. Donald Wallace and and East Out’et.
came to me the other day and says
daughter of Waldoboro were Sun Such conditions on new construc
“Now that the Knox County Fish
day visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph tion give the Commissioner, his
and Game Association has acquired
engineers and biologists the privil
Wallace.
its own road and clubhouse at Al
ALr. and Mrs. Lnwrece Pease of ege to require the construction of a
ford Lake, I expect lt will again be
Rockland were callers’ Sunday at fishway, if it deemed necessary, in
conserving the State's game fish come difficult to get a boat Into
Mr. and Mrs. Vemon Pease
the iake."
Mrs. Howard McAllister entered resources.
I told him I could not make plans
Eye and Ear Infirmary Hospital, The Presumpscot Club's com
for the club, but that I did not ex
Monday for a surgical operation. [ plaint, which grevg to the amazing
pect there would be any attempt
The food sale conducted by proportions of seeking Mr. Cobb's
to actually make the road.private
ouster
"if
necessary,"
reflected
a
Orient Chapter O,ES. was for the
because of other property owners
benefit of the music fund in the i recently alleged announcement that
(quote) "F’ollowing Investigations also using the right of way through
local schools.
out the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Niskala were by his department he would not re
Such plans as pertain to the
honored Saturday night -with a quire the Central Maine Power
facilities of the club house and its
Company,
to
install
a
fishway
in
stork shower given them at the
concessions for members of the
Masonic Dining Rooms by friends. the dam now under construction."
club will be decided upon at regular
Their adopted son is named Wil (unquote)
meetings of the Association be
Other
"peeves
”
aired
at
the
con

liam Jalner Niskala and the par
tween now and ice-out.
ents received dainty and useful vention resulted in proposals of re
To have a voice in these decisions
gifts, as well as the best wishes to organization of the Fish and Game
and
be sure of full participation in
Department to shake out the “Old
this popular couple.
Team” who have run the depart all the forthcoming privileges, the
best way would be to become a
ment for years.
WASHINGTON
memoer now.
Mrs. Maude Rogalski of Bidde
Late Bulletin;
ford and children, Linda Lee and meeting. Those present were: Har
Just
received a phone call from
Frederick, were Christmas and New riet Jones. Either Peabody, Ger
Treasurer J. Warren Everett of
Year’s guests at-the home of Mrs. trude Davis and Clara Overlook.
Thomaston, that arrangements for
Bertha Johnson at Stickney Cor It was announced that 12 books for
Primary readers had been pur the January supper-meeting of the
ner,
Knox Fish and Gamera have been
George Ripley has employment at chased and plans made to purchase
completed and it will be held in the
books
in
the
near
future
for
Inter

Boothbay Harbor and commutes to
mediate readers. Librarian Made K. of P. Hall in Thomaston on
and from each day.
Thursday evening January 22.
Mr. and Mrs. William Saunders line Miller has been busy putting
Roast pork supper with all the
and children have gone to Booth- stickers in all books which have
fixings.
bay Harbor to remain for the win recently been donated to the li
Program of speaker and movies
ter. Mr. Saunders has employment brary, by Minot Lenfest, Clara
Overlook, Avis Dawson and others. has been requested from the Fishat the Bath Shipyard.
Mr. and Mrs. George Finley were The library is open to the public Game Department.
R. Waldo Tyler, Secretary
business visitors In Augusta, Lewis on Thursday of each week from 12
to 4 p. m. and the public is in
ton and Paris, last week.
Lloyd Martin of Ohio and three vited to help, by visits and their
sons from Massachusetts were patronage.
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Merle Robbins for several days
during the past week.
And Pay os Little ns
Miss Lois Boynton and Marietta
Nash from Augusta were recent
guests at the homes of Mrs. Ruth
Boynton and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Nash.
SOCIAL ITEMS
Mrs. Edward Grinnell and daugh
ArFSECUTED
ter Betty were evening puests at
Write
or Telephone
the Overlock home recently.
Gibbs Free Library
1044 or 770
The trustees of Gibbs Free
The Courier-Gazette
Library were at the library on
Thursday afternoon for a business

BUY THE TIBBS
YOU NEED NOW

> Tiwrtiy.ThirrtiV.Situnbw
As To 'Sam's Stairs'

VINALHAVEN

Mrs. Lizette Emery Has
Pleasant Memories Of
Beautiful Old House

MM EDWIN MADDOX
Correspondent
Telephone 137

Mrs. Olga Carleton* entertained
the Knit-Wits at her home on East
Boston Road. Lunch a-as served,
and a happy evening of handiwork
and conversation was enjoyed byall.
The students of Vinalhaven High
School, grill be taking their show,
the fifth edition of the Hl-School
H;-Jinks to Rockland on Thursday.
•W*. 16. This performance will
be sponsored by the Washington
Club of the Rockland High School,
and will be presented at the high
school auditorium.
Cpl. Charles S. Adams, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Adams,
who has been stationed at Blaine
Air Force Base. Washington, as
radar operator, is being transferred
to Santa Monisa, Calif., where he
will attend the research radar
school at the college there.
Ernest Nickerson is guest of
his daughter and husband. Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Osgood at Curtis
Island light.
Mrs. John Peppard is a patient
Kr.ox Hospital.
Mrs. Betty Barton left Tuesday
for Westerly, R. I., where she will
pass the winter months with her
sister, Mrs. Frcida Barton and
niete, Mrs. James Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Conway
have returned from a visit with Mr
Conway’s brother and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Conway In
East Hartford, Oonn. Enroute they
visited with friends in Brighton,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dyer were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alec
Hood at the Islander on Fridayevening. in honor of Mrs. Hood's
birthday.
%Rrs. Villa Bradley was a Rock
land visitor on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Williams
have returned from a ten-days'
visit with friends and relatives in
New York and Boston.
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PHOTOS TAKEN ABOARD THE EMPIRE STATE AS MAINE MARITIME
CADETS PREPARE SHIP FOR SAILING MONDAY AFTERNOON

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I read with great Interest the
article on the home In Kennebunk
port called “Sam’s Stairs.’’ This
was the home owned by the
Cousins family, my first husband's
grandfather, and ln which I’ve
visited every year for 38 years. In
late years it was known as the
Cousins-Rollins home and upon the
recent death of my mother-in-law,
Clara Cousins Rollins, was sold by
her heirs to Ralph Woodward. It
certainly is a beautiful old home
and the new owners are to be con
gratulated.
I have been visitingf at the home
of my nephew, Comdr. George Kit
tredge, in New “London, Conn., from
October until after Christmas. Am
now at Hyannis with my sister,
Mrs. Richard Hodsdon but expect
soon to go on to New York, then
back to Rockland sometime in
February where I’ll be in my apart
ment at 10 School street. This
note is written so friends may
know of my whereabouts. It will
be good to get back to Rockland
after being gone so long.
Wishing you a Happy and Pros
Assigned to engineroom watches aboard the training ship were the three cadets from the Coastal Area
Middle classmen, all engineering cadets, study the control panel of an auxiliary turbine aboard the
perous New Year,
Mrs. Lizette Emery,
Empire State prior to sailing time Monday. Left to right, they are: Sullivan Reed, Owl’s Head; Paul Sulides, shown above. At the left Is Bradford Sleeper, Rockland, Thomas Baum. Sr., Thomaston, both seniors and
86 A. South Street,
John Ross of Ingraham Hill and Bangor, a middiec lassman.
Rockland; Albert Bennett, Jr., Camden and Charles Doughty of Vinalhaven.
Hyannis, Mass.
xa
Jan. 3, 1963

Hearing Society
|

Met With Mrs. Nancy Brown
—“The Little White
Donkey”

The Rockland Hearing Society
met Thursday with Mrs. Nancy
Brown. Mrs. Blanche Witham was
warmly greeted after an absence
because of illness, breaking a rec
ord of perfect attendance of over
10 years.
Birthday Club
An invitation from the Portland
Mrs. Louise Anderson was hos Hearing Society to attend a meet
tess to the Birthday Club at her ing at the Gannett Building Pent
home on Star street recently house, Jan. 14. was read. The guest
A
most
enjoyable
supper speaker will be Mrs. Arthur J.
was served from an attractive Young, president of the Worcester
table, centering a miniature woods I Hearing League, who will bfe re
soene. replica of the Maine woods, membered here as principle speaker
with a tiny log cabin at the edge of at the State Meeting in 1935 when
the woods, on an undergrowth of the local society was host to three
moss, surrounded by tiny firs and other chapters for the hard of
pe. with an antlered deer stand- hearing In Maine.
in the dense thicket. A social
Interesting letters were received
evening followed with an amusing from Mrs. Bessie Hewett of Milton,
by-play on the "Synopsis of the Mass., and Mrs. Ellen Dyer. The
Anthropoid,* with May Tolman the
mailbox held greetings from Mrs.
Hysterical Speotator; Doris R. Gladys Thomas, Akron, Ohio, Mrs.
Arey, the Timid Damsel and Mar Avis Haynes, East Millstone, N. J.,
garet Adams, ring master. Leola Mrs. John Northcott, St. Peters
Smith gave a sketch of "How the burg. Fla.. Mrs. Marguerite Hull,
Tables Turned.” The remainder of Kittery, Mrs. Julia Marley, Gardi
the evening was devoted to handi ner. Mrs. Evie Henniger, Vtnalhawork.
ven and Miss Dora I. Gay, Waldo
Surprised On Birthday
boro. Acknowledgement of Christ
Friday evening at the home of mas checks were also received from
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Burgess, Sr.. the American Hearing Society and
Ted McDonald was feted at a sur Mrs. Josephine Rice.
prise Slrthdav party, guest of the
The lesson taken from an Austra
Can-So Club. This was initiation lian lip reading book belonging to
ght at the club, with all members Mrs. Witham was given jointly by
ent receiving their degrees. Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Witham.
The evening was pleasantly passed Termed a “Handbook of Visible
with games. Lunch was served, Speech” and written by J. Houns
which featured a very lovely birth low Burchett, it has for its motto,
day cake, made by Eleanor Conway, "We hear as far as the eye can
and presented to the guest of see.”
honor, together with a gift from
The story of the Little White
the club.
Donkey which was printed on the
Alec Templeton program ln con
Legion Auxiliary
The American Legion Auxiliary- nection with his rendition of “The
held Its regular meeting on Wed Little White Donkey” by Jacques
nesday evening, with a delicious Ibert. was contributed by Mrs. Ella
casserole supper served by the hos Watts.
“The little white donkey came
tesses Mrs. Dorothy Headley, Mrs.
trotting
along so gaily that the
Hazel Roberts and Mrs. Villa Ames,
and very much enjoyed by the other animals asked him why. “Af
igembers. Following the
sup- ter all you are nothing but a plain
$L-r. Mrs. Eleanor Conway, program little donkey whose lot in life is
chairman, held a roll call, to which that of a beast of burden.” "Oh yes,
each member responded with a I know,” he answered, “but you
song, piano solo, a bit of poetry, or forget I was present in the Stable
amusing Incident. The remainder of Bethlehem when He was born,
of the evening was passed in play and it was I who carried Him safe
ly into Egypt with His mother, and
ing beano.
again I was chosen for His trium
G. A. R. Installation
phal entry Into Jerusalem. If you
The Ladies of the GAR. held
look at my oack you will see there
their installation of officers on Fri
the mark of His cross which I
day, Jan. 2 with the following offi
proudly bear.”
cers installed: President, Mrs.
This story complements the De
Bessie Seavey; senior vice presi
cember program which featured the
dent, Mrs. Lucy Skoog; junior vice
Legend of the Christmas Rose, with
president. Mrs, Lottie Polk, treas
a showing of a copy of the Christ
urer, Mrs. Viela Ames; chaplain,
mas Rose painting by the contem
Mrs. Clyde McIntosh: conductress,
porary artist, Alfred Hichens, and
gs. Margaret Rascoe; guard, Mrs.
of pictures of The Nativity by the
Dickey and outside guard,
Old Masters. It was interesting to
Mrs. Beulah Cotter. The next
note that the donkey was Included
meeting will be held on Feb. 6 and
In practically all of the Nativity
a penny sale will be the feature of
prints.
the evening.
Night Hawks Dine
at the home of Mrs. Winona Peter
In spite of the storm, the Night son. where the remainder of tne
Hawks gathered at the Islander on evening was passed ln reviewing
Friday night, where they enjoyed new literature, and playing cards.
a fried chicken dinner. This was Honors at cards were won by Mrs.
the club's annual Christinas cele Doris Arey.
bration which due to various rea
sons, had been postponed twice.
What a world—nations make war
Nevertheless with the hotel still and punish men for murcer; par
illuminated with the
holiday ents lie to their kids and lick the
lights, a large beautifully-decorat kids for lying.
ed Christmas tree still standing ln
Would-be reformers should take
a comer of the living room, and
*th all the snow outside, It still a tip from Alcoholics Anonymousseemed very much litre Christmas first they reform themselves, then
fallowing the dinner the dub met turn bo others.

LEFT—Parker Laite of Camden,
a junior at the Academy, shows the
operation of the ship’s radar unit
to Donald Merchant, Rockland, a
member of the freshman class.
Cadets will study ail phases of the
ship's operation during the cruise.

RIGHT — Enginemen Leonard
Skoog of Vinalhaven and Robert
Day of Union, both seniors, check
the operation of tiie ship's controls
as they worked under the direction
of First Assistant Engineer Paul
Stearns of North Haven to get
ready for sailing.
Photos by Cullen

I1

Deane Deshon of Rockland, a senior, at the wheel of the Empire State, a watch which he stood from
Cadet John Stevens, left, guides two of his family and parents of other cadets about the ship. Next
to him is Capt. Robert Stevens, his father, and Robert Stevens, a brother, who is a graduate of Maine Mari- g o’clock to midnight Monday night as the ship ran off the Maine and New Hampshire shores. Beyond is
time in the Class of ’44. With them are Ralph I.udw f of Thomaston and Raymond Hoch of Glen Cove.
Wesley Hoch of Glen Cove and Edward Bourgeois of Fitchburg. Mass., checking a navigational instrument.
1. Make state licensing laws as,
strict as possible.
2. Subject all types of vehicles. |
Tfree Basic Reforms Sug public and private, to the same
rigid enforcement of traffic and
gested To Lower the
speed laws.
Traffic Toll
-------j 3. Set up automobile inspection :
The means of cutting down the laws In all states. Only a few now
accident toll on the nation’s high- have these laws and statistics show
ways continued to be the main ! that this is an excellent way of,
concern of the companies in the I cutting into a part of the ghastly
automotive insurance field during ! toll.
1952. And it is likely that this will
geveral rules which have helped
be the problem uppermost in the achieve a high accident prevention
minds of insurance executives for rate lnclude nQt allowing any of
1953 and .beyond.
,^e thousands of vehicles to be
Further progress was noted dur- driven by anyone under 25, preing the past year in the safety en- insurance inspection of all rolling
gineering program for buses and equipment and a universal speed
trucks which proves that addition- hmit of 45 miles per hour for every
al improvement will be possible tn ’ one of the vehicles under their su1953. Of course, the success of this pervision.
program rests largely on rigid con- ■ These and other minimum standtrol over the heavy motor units ! ar(js are maintained through the
Adoption of some of these mea- ;l£e of safety engineers, over a
sures would do much to cut acci- hundred and fifty of which ride
dents among the other motor ve- i .^g nation's highways observing the
hides on the roads of this country j driving habits of drivers. ApproxiIf three basic driving reforms mately half of these are camera
were adopted throughout the en- cars which take actual photographs
__
_
tire nation. I think that acci- under operating conditions This
Mothers of cadets at the academy are shown about the Empire State by Lieutenant Douglas Libby of Camden, mathematics
dents would be slashed below the tool-proof method leaves no room at the academy and watch officer aboard the training ship. Left to right are: Mrs. Raymond Hoch, Glen Cove; Mrs. Mellen Deshon, ]
level now prevailing. Here's what for argument between a driver and
Sidney Cullen. Rockland; Mrs. Carl Reed, Owl’s Head; Lieutenant Libby; Mrs. Robert Stevens, Sr„ Rockland and Mrs. Ralph Ludwig,
should be done:
, his supervisor and invariably re-, Thomaston.

Lessen Accidents

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GLADYS CONDON ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

The Thomaston Extension Asso
ciation will meet 1030 p. m Wed
nesday at the Federated Church.
"Better Buttonholes” will be the
subject projected. At noon dinner
will be served by Mrs. Mary Har
jula. Mrs Edith Whitten and Mrs
May Whitten.
Mrs. Lilia Clark has returned to
New Sharon after spending a lew
days with her son and daughterin-law. Mr and Mrs. Aaron Clark.
Mrs. Arthur Jeffrey, Mrs. Stanley
Faster and Mrs John Everett mo
tored to Waterville. Wednesday
where they dined with Mrs. Jeff
rey's mother at Vassalboro.
Mrs Maxine Beckett and infant
son. Bradley Arthur returned home
Thursday from Knox Hospital.
The annual meeting of Grace
Chapter OES. will meet Wednes
day 730 p. m. with a 630 supper
for officers and new members
Mrs. Darold Hocking and infant
son. have returned home from
Knox Hospital.
George Darts, who has been em
ployed at New London. Conn., is

Don't gamble with fire —

the odds are against .you!

visiting his parents, Mr and Mrs.
Fred Davis, West Main street.
The P.T.A. will meet Thursday
night 7.45 at the High School au
ditorium. It is hoped that there
will be a large attendance as sev
eral important business matters
will be discussed After the busi
ness meeting Trooper Herman
Boudreau of the Safety Division of
the State Police will give an illus
trated talk. Mrs. Edward Moss.
Mrs. Harold Achom are co-chair
man of the refreshment committee.
Mrs Helen Hallowell was hostess
to the Burton B's recently at her
home on Mam street. Members
present were: Mrs. Blanche Lermond, Mrs. Adelle Roes. Mrs. Lilia
Ames. Mrs. Blanche
Vose. Mrs
Josephine Stone. Mrs
Dorothy
Libby and Miss Helen Studley.
Election Of Officers
The annual business meeting of
the Thomaston Baptist Church was
held Thursday evening after prayer
meeting with the following officers
eleoted: Church clerk. Minnie New
bert: financial secretary. Miss Ma
bel Pernald: benevolence treasurer.
Miss Gladys Pernald; treasurer.
Prances Shaw; board of deacons,
Francis Tillson, Charles Starrett.
Fred Wyllie, Ralph Carroll. Alfred

M Strout, Walter A Chapman.
Maurice Wyllie, Arthur Kalloch;
deacons, Miss Nellie Tibbetts.
Mrs Leona Starrett. Miss Carolyn
Whitten, and Mrs. Ruby Hall
Beard of trustees. Charles Star
rett. Russell Hoffses. Walter Chap
man. Alfred Strout. chairman.
Francis Tillson. Ralph Jackson,
Victor Hills. Board of Missions.
Christine Moore. Vera Robinson
Lucy Sillery, Mrs. Lillian Fitzpat
rick; Board of Chnistian Education.
Miss Marion Pickard. Miss Anna
bells Williams; board of educators.
Mrs. Avis Brazier. Mrs. Helen Hal
lowell. Miss Nellie Tibbetts; Sun
day School. Walter Chapman, su
perintendent. with Donald Chase
as assistant superintendent: Olive
Strout. secretary and Treasurer.
Arcana Lodge Elects
Arcana Lodge. K. of P held elec
tion of officers Wednesday night at
the K.P. hall with the following
officers elected: Chancellor Com
mander. Irving MacBride: vice
chancellor. Earl Woodcock; prelate.
Leroy Whitten; master of work. Al
den Watts; secretary, diaries Star
rett; treasurer. Llewellyn Baines;
master of arms. Benjamin Smal
ley: inner guard. Ralph Crawford;
outer guard. Anson Prior.
Surprise Birthday
Patricia Whitney was guest of
honor at a surprise birthday partygiven by members of the Federated
Church choir when they gathered
at the home of her mother. Mrs
Adelle Roes. Elm street. Present

were Mrs Marion Grafton, Miss
Helen A(Jams. Miss Constance
Knights. Misses Pave, Shirley
ar.d Doris Seekins, Miss Julia
Woodco.k. and Rev. Hubert Leach
Refreshments of ice cream and
cakes were served by Mrs Adelle
Roes, assisted by Mrs. Ava Whit
ney.
Girl Scouts
Pine Cone troop Girl Scouts met
with their leader. Mrs. Lech Brooks
at her home on Kr.ox street, re
cently. A surprise written quiz on
Scouting was won by Donna Mc
Guire, who will receive a prize
next meeting. First Aid Lesson in
bandaging was conducted by Mrs.
Peryl Robinson, Assistant Leader.
Jean Anderson. Deanna Brazier
and Donna McGuire passed their
test and received their pins and
wings and became active members
of the Troop, bringing the total
membership to 21. Plans are being
made to use the Masters Hall at
the West End for a Girl Scout
room which will be very suitable if
it can be arranged for heating. A
piano, desk and a cabinet of some
kind are needed badly by the
Scouts and anyone wishing to do
nate such an article would be do
ing a real favor to this group of
fine girls and their leaders. There
are also two Brownie Scout troops
growing up to use these facilities
if they can be procured. Any
mothers interested in helping in
i any way please get ln touch with
Mrs. Brooks, as they will be most

Our Big Semi-Annual
Starts Thurs. Morning
Jan. 15th at 8 a.m.
Thousands of dollars worth of good dean merchandise thrown to the mercy
of the Buying Public of Knox County.

Nothing reserved, everything within

our four walls going in this Great Sale at Bargain Prices.

Why not join the

crowd of Thrifty Shoppers who will attend this Great Sale and get your

share of the many bargains we are offering.

You must be satisfied or

money cheerfully refunded.

I LOT BLUE CHAMBRAY SHIRTS ......................................................................... .......... $1-39
1 LOT GREY COVERT SHIRTS .......................................................................................
$1.49
ALL BETTER GRADE WORK SHIRTS, blue, grey, tan, green............................ While They Last $2.39
1 LOT OUTING FLANNEL SHIRTS. Values to 3.50.......................... Choice $2.29: Extra Sizes $2.49
1 LOT WORK PANTS (Coverts) ...................................................................................... $2.69
1 LOT ALL WOOL HEAVY WORK PANTS .......................................................................
$6.49
MEN'S WOOL COP SHIRTS................................................................................................
$3.95
MEN’S HEAVY HOSE ......................................................................................... 69, .79, .95, $1.19
BOYS’ JACKETS............ ................................ $3.49. $3.95. $4.95, $5.39. $5.95. $7.95, $8.49, $9.95
MEN’S JACKETS ................................. $7.49, $8.95, $9.95, $10.95, $11.95. $12.95, $13.95. $17.95
ALL MEN’S, BOYS’, LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S SHOES MARKED DOWN AT BARGAIN PRICES
CARTER’S AND WHITEFIELD OVERALLS AND JACKETS—LESS 15% DISCOUNT
SPECIAL
1 LOT
1 LOT
1 LOT

SALES ON BLANKETS—
DOUBLE SHEET BLANKETS. 70x 80 .................................................................
DOUBLE BED BLANKETS, Part Wool, Rayon. Cotton ..........................................
BEAUTIFUL RAYON AND WOOL BLANKETS, 72 x 84 In.......................................

$3.49
$4.95
$5.95

MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS............................................................................................. $2.39, $2.95
MEN’S SPORT SHIRTS............ ............................................................. $2.39. $2.75, $2.95, $3.95
BOYS’SPORT SHIRTS...................................................... ................................................
$1.39
ALL MEN’S AND BOYS' DRESS PANTS AT BARGAIN PRICES
20't DISCOUNT ON ALL MEN’S. BOYS'. LADIES RUBBER FOOTWEAR
ALL SLIPPERS AT BARGAIN PRICES!

LADIES’
LADIES’
LADIES’
LADIES’
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PANTIES................................................................................................... 45. .59, .69
SLIPS .............................................................................................. $2.95, $1.95, $1.69
NIGHT GOWNS.......................................................................................... *$1.89. $1.95
HOSE ....................................................................................................... ............ 79. .95

Hundreds of Items That Space Does Not Permit Us To Print Goipg In This

Great Sale at Ridiculously Low Prices.

welcome

Mrs Peggy Richardson and Mrs.
Lida O'Neil will be in charge of the
food sale, given by the ladles of St.
James Catholic Church, Thursday
at 2 p. m., at Donaldson's Paper
store. Adv*

Seeing is Believing

ROCKPORT

a typical plant,
WOMLXS WITH VISION
CORRECTED By SPECTACLES
EARNED /< CENTS AN
|T4
HOUR /MORE THAN
THOSE WHOSE VISION
y
WENT UNCONNECTED.
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Mrs. Ralph Choate 30 Suruce
street, Rockland, made a very love
ly scrap book out of Christmas cards
for the children’s ward.
,

'2W you Know?
<?V£RY YEAR
zxva
AMERICANS
,<?- *
SPEND:
$7£O MILLION (

FOX FURS... '

—KCOH

Peter L. Day, Monhegan, sent in
a generous supply of funny books
for the children.
—KCOH—

j Mrs. H. C. Parsons, North Haven,
' donated a number of recent issues
of Readers Digest and National
I Geographic magazines.

-$200 MILLION
„

\1/
'

i/)

FOR
EYE-CARE
AND
EYE-WEAR.

temotiziKa
GLASSES— J
gTJ WIDE, TRIANGULAR

FACE CAN BE MADE TO
LOOK LONGER AND
NARROWER BY GLASSES
WITH AN UPWARD TILT,
SAYS THE BETTER
VISION INSTITUTE.
IN PENNSYLVANIA,
OF A GROUP OF
DRIVERS INVOLVED IN
HIGHWAY ACCIDENTS
WERE FOUND TO
BE NIGHT BUND.

—KCOH-

The Hospital Auxiliary held their
regular monthly meeting in the Bok
Nurses Home on Tuesday with a
good attendance. Supplies were
made for the hospital, followed by a
very lovely tea.
—KCGH—

MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

CAMDEN

The Rockport Extension Service
will hold its first meeting with
Mrs Viola Spear at 1030 a. m.
Thursday. Jan. 15 "Stencilling on
Fabric” is the subjeot with Mrs.
Helen Ingraham instructor.
The Band Parents' Club will
liave a meeting Tuesday evening,
Jan. 13 at 730 at the High School
building.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Vernon Kenney and
daughter Janice. Mrs. Oora Upham
and Miss Marion Upham were din
ner guests recently of Mr and Mrs.
Albert Young and daughter Ruth
of Camden.
Pvt Otis Bradford of Camp Ed
wards, Mass., is home on furlough
and is visiting his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Bradford.
Pleasant street
The Rockport Junior High boys'
basketball team will play the
, Thcmaston Junior High at Rock
port Tuesday afternoon. Jan. 13.
The Harbor Chorus will resume
their rehearsals on Tuesday eve
ning. Jan. 13 at 7.30 in the Methodist Church vestry, Camden. These
rehearsals will be held regularly
during the winter on Tuesday eve
nings.
Mr and Mis. Harold Wentworth
and children, Gladys. Harold,
Dianne ar.d Darrell, have returned
to their home in Camden, after
staying with Mr and Mrs. Ernest
Wentworth for the past week.

I.O.OF. Hall Saturday evening In
the receiving line with Mrs. Denni
son were: Mrs. Marion Gray, Noble
Grand of Maiden Cliff Lodge. Mrs.
Doris Dority. vice grai.a of Maiden
Cliff; Mrs. Margaret Wcod. deputy
marshal: Albert .MacPhail. Deputy
Grand Master; Constance MacPhail. President of the Rebekah
Assembly of Maine; Ruth Rogers,
marshal of the Assembly; Mrs.
Addie Brown, past president of
I. A. & P. M. all of Rockland and
Mrs. Maude Greenlaw. Mrs. Laura
Fuller. Mrs. Lillian Herrick. Mrs.
Mary Alley and Mrs. Lina Carroll
of Rockland, past deputies. The
following program was presented
with MrS. Kay Dow as -mistress of
ceremonies: Address of Welcome
by Mrs. Mary Mitchell; response
by Miss Ruth Rogers of Rockland.
Trumpet solo by Thelma Small:
duet by Ginette Perrin and Har
land Robinson: solo by Barbara
Holbrook, accompanied by Mrs.
Thelma Stone: piano solo by Miss
Jessie Innes: reading by Mrs. Jen
nie Wellanan; readings by Mrs.

The Medical Staff held their reg
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
ular meeting on Monday in the
Correspondent
Nurses Home. The officers for 1963
Telephone 2197
are Dr. Wesley N. Wasgatt, presi
dent: Dr. F C. Dennison, vice pres
The Camden Community Hos
ident, Dr. Donald H. Brown, secre
pital Club will meet at the Green
tary.
—KCGH—
Gables for lunch and' contract.
Mrs. Margaret Gutoske. R. N., Thursday. Jan. 16. Miss Myrtle
head nurse on Floor 1, returned Haskell will be the hostess.
from a weeks vacation spent with
The Ladies" Circle of the Chest
friends and relatives in New York nut Street Baptist Church will
City.
meet Wednesday at 10 o’clock for
—KOOH—
an all day sew. Members are
Clark's Beverage Company do asked to bring a box lunch.
nated two dozen very pretty juice
Capt. and Mrs William E. Stan
glasses which makes them very col ley are spending a few days in
orful.
Boston.
—KCOH—
The next meeting of the Wes
The Rockland Woman's Club held
leyan Service Guild of the Metho
their meeting at the Bok Nurses
dist Church will be on Wednesday
Home on Tuesdav last week and j
evening at the church. Mrs. Hope
made a good supply of wrapped
Maxey will be the hostess.
pafts and dressings for sterilization.
The WSCS will meet at the home
The women also sewed on sheets
of Mrs. David Wooster. Wednesday
and towels.
Jan 14 at 2 p. m.
—KCOH—
Mr. and Mi's. Charles Wadsworth
Mrs. Alva Armstrong, R.N. is in
of Portland are receiving congratu
Portland this week, called by the
lations on the birth of a son, Jan.
9HONI 193
critical condition of her younger
8 at the Mercy Hospital in Port
son.
land.
—KCOH—
Mrs. Roger Converse will be hos
The R.N. Club will hold their
tess to the members of the DandyNOW PLAYING
regular monthly meeting on Jan.1
lions at her home. Tuesday eve
27 In the Bok Nurses’ Home.
ning.
Mrs.
Alta
Crockett,
Mrs.
Only
2 More Days
—KCOH—
Be vie Robinson. Mrs Isobel Bailey
Mrs. Irene Adolphsen. relief
and Mrs. Audrey Gross will serve
switchboard operator, volunteered
as co-hostesses.
to help with the March of Dimes.
Mrs. Dennison Honored
-KCGH—
Mrs. Jeannette Dennison. District
Mr. Virginia Cowland was ab
sent this past week, to help take Deputy President of District 16
care of her mother, who had been and her marshal. Mrs. Margaret
Wood, was tendered a reception
injured following a fall.
by Maiden Cliff Rebekahs, at the
KCOK
Central District Nurses of the
Maine Hospital Association met Veazle. Francis Clayter. Mrs. Ada
on Jan. 11. for dinner at Ho Watts. John Kennedy, Rockland;
tel Elm. in Auburn. The business Mrs. Olive Dow. Charles Smith.
meeting was at 2.30 p. m. at Owl’s Head; Mrs. Marion Waldron.
,TECHNtW^R
St. Mary’s Hospital. I^wiston.
Glen Oove: Mrs. Virginia Putnam.
-KCGH—
Mrs. Geraldine Marks. Baby PattyAdmissions: Mrs Mildred Pep- Ann Orlndie. Thomaston: Mist-0(JxN) by MAM* WW • N '»«I Sy KM WM«»
Or l»WWt 9Un.CT MAI WtTfR
pard. Vinalhaven: Mrs. Charlotte Mary Jean McIntosh. Appleton;
M.k'Mapiw
Soep-lyOfl ky iOHWWv WM ■h 'WU *»’
1
Newha<l, Mrs. Mary Wellington, Mrs Amanda Kroohs. Waldcboro;
Maurice Ginn. Mrs
Charlotte Mrs. Ruth Simmons. Port Clyde:
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Staples. Mrs Agnes Firth, Master Mrs. Mary Harmon. Bath; Mrs '
IS FAMILY NIGHT
Dayid Emery. Mirs Katherine Florence
Children Free With Parents
Cushman, Friendship: •
Baby Shelley Gilpatrick. Belfast. !
Shows: 2.00—6.25—830
zjHgjgJHfaHfgrarerafarajgjarafgni
—KCOH—
Discharges: Mrs. Pauline Pick
STARTS THURSDAY
GAME PARTY
ering. Mrs. Marie Nye. Mrs Pauline
THREE FUN-FILLED DAYS
Tabbutt. George Newbert. Jr.. Mrs. With the Girl You've Acclaimed
Every Tuesday Night
As the 1953
Maxine Beckett and son. Mr Mil
DARLING OF THE SCREEN!
Minimum Prize $2.50
dred Young. Arthur Meservey, Mrs.
MITZI GAYNOR
Gaynel Hocking and son. Frank
SPECIAL GAMES
Hyler. Mrs. Mary Steel. Mrs Ber
Two Cents a Card.
tha Joyce and son. Master Davh!
' WILLIAMS-BKAZIER POST
Emery. Mrs. Charlotte Staples. Mrs
NO. 37
Charlotte Newhall and daughter.
ThomaNton Nat'l Bank Building
Miss Katherine Veazie, Mrs. Grace
1-T-tf
Crle, Mrs. Beatrice Smith, Mrs.
Marguerite David.

Helen Wentworth.
Refreshments
were served with Mrs. Nema Smith
and Mrs Maude Greenlaw In
charge. The guest book was in
charge of Mrs Charlotte Upham.
Past Officers' Night
Malden Cliff Rebekah Lodge w ll
ob-erve Past Noble Grands' Night
Wednesday night. The Past Grands
will confer the degree and the tab
leau work will be by Mystic Re
bekah Lodge of Warren. Refresh
ments will be served.

NOW*
eh AU,

WED.-THUKS.

RETURNED FOR
YOUR PLEASURE

John"
WAYNE
isa riot man!

mmebi,

O'HARA

IS REDHAIRED ,
AND WILLING J

BARRY
Fim

k

AZ

IS THE IMPISH

ANO THE

TECHNICOLOR,
IS 8RMTMTAKJN6 AMO BMJTOUL J
HERBERT J TATIS prpwnta
JOHN FORDS GREATEST TRIUMPH

THE QUIET MAN

A

TECHNICOLOR

JOHN WAYNE-MAUREEN O'HARA!
BARRY FITZGERALD
REPUBLIC PICTURE

THURSDAY ONLY

ON STAGE
AT 8.30 P. M.

WALDO theatre

BUY NOW AND SAVE!

WALDOBORO—TEL. IM
Every Evening at 8.M. Matinees
Saturday at 2.M. Sunday at 3M

REMEMBER THE TIME:

THURSDAY MORNING 8 a.m.

THURSDAY-FRIDAY
JANUARY 15-16
Linda Darnell. Tab Hunter in
“ISLAND OF DESIRE"
In Technicolor

THE PLACE:

Richardson’s

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 13-14
“THE MIRACLE OF OUR
LADY OF FATIMA”
— In Warnercolor —

90 MAIN ST.

TEL. 345-3

THOMASTON, MAINE

SATURDAY ONLY. JAN. 17
Yvonne De Carlo. John Ireland,
Janies Craig. Forrest Tucker.
Lyle Bettger, Richard Arlen in
"HURRICANE SMITH”
In Technicolor
Coming Next Week:
“Road To Ball"
“The I Don't Cere GirF

Camden Theatre

"Arrowhead

LAST SHOWING TODAY
The Most Spectacular RattleAction Drama Ever Filmed

Ranch Trio"

ONE MINUTE
TO ZERO —

Screen Feature

itjfTlIJ
ROBERT MITCHUM

Plus Regular

Evening 20c - 65c
Free List Suspended
Thursday Evening Only

INN BLYTH

STARTS TOMORROW
Gilbert Roland, Angela Clark

TODAY—DAN DAILEY

“MEET ME AT
THE FAIR”

MiraelGoFWR
urn. __ima

wawNCNCOLow j
Advance Prices
This Engagement Only
Children 25c. Mat. and Evening
Adults 60c Mat.; 74c Evening
All Prices Include Tax
- .
■ ,1 ,. I----------- , , „

MITZi

DAVID

WiSlLlW

OSCAR

mm™
SR3 ESI IIMMI

.

marriage bhoner!

COMING FRIDAY

“THE CLOWN”
RED SKELTON

I^esda

y-Thursday-Saturday
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Wed Fifty Years
•

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gray ;
Honored At Littlefield '
(
Memorial Church

Social Matters

Following the Fellowship supper j
at the Littlefield Memorial Baptist i
Church Wednesday night Mrs. Ar
thur W. Gray w’as presented a gift
and a three tiered 50th wedding anI niversarv cake made by Mrs. Law!rence Lord.
Mr. and Mrs. Gray, she the formMidshipman John Stevens of the
i Maine Maritime Academy. Catine. er Clara M. Brazier, daughter of
We Browne Club of the First spent the weekend with his par Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus W. Brazier of
I
baptist Church will meet Friday ents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stevens. Friendship, were married Jan. 7,
1903
by
Rev.
Benjamin
S.
Fifleld
at
light at 7 o'clock at the home of Warren street.
the parsonage of the Littlefield Me
tiss Edith Bicknell, Knox street.
The Southend 4-H Club met morial Baptist Church in Rockland.
The Rockland Junior Women's Thursday afternoon at the home of The Grays make their home at 3
Jlub will meet Tuesday at 8 p. m., their teacher, Mrs. Hazel Kavan Philbrick avenue. He is a mason by
n the workroom at the Farnsworth augh and planned a skating party trade. Mis. Gray is a member
tuseum. All members are requested for Wednesday night at Stevens of the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
to bring white elephants for the ' Pond. The group will meet at the Church.
They have three children, Mrs. ,
ale during the evening. Mrs. Lamb home of Mrs. Kathleen' Harriman
111 demonstrate the art of rug Thursday afternoon. Members are Marieta Mealey. Mrs. Elizabeth
: Regina Hyland, Judith Harriman, Sprague and Bernard L. Gray, all
.risking for the group.
Priscilla Smith. Judy Rogers, Mo- of Rockland, four grandchildren
Cpl. Donald W. Thomas, Jr., son vita Danielson, Mary Sullivan and and four great grandchildren in
Of Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Gloria Kavanaugh.
cluding twins, a boy and a girl.
j
Thomas, Sr., of Whittier. Calif.,
At the annual meeting of the
has been promoted to sergeant.
New Officers
Hi address is Sgt. Donald W Woman’s Auxiliary of St. Peter's
Ttftmas. Jr 1123172 G. Co. 3rd Church Thursday night, these of
3m. 7th Marines. 1st Marine Div. ficers were elected: President. Miss Golden Rod Chapter Has a
PMF. F.PO. San Francisco. Calif Margaret Buttomer: vice president,
New Slate Of Leaders
Mrs. 'Josephine Rice; secretary,
In spite of a heavy snowstorm
The Rockland Extension Serv Mrs. Hazel Kavanaugh; treasurer.
ice will hold its regular meet Mrs. Emma Thompson. They were the annual meeting of Golden
ing Thursday Jan. 15 at the Farns installed at the Sunday morning Rod Chapter. Order of the Eastern
Star, was well attended Friday
worth Museum Building. Please Mass.
night.
(Bring dishes and each member
Elizabeth Munsey celebrated her
Supper was served at the Masonic
bring her own protein randwlch.
M;o material for buttonhole prac 9th birthday Friday afternoon by Temple with Mrs. Alta Dimick in
After the meeting the
tice Rhich is subjeef of the meet entertaining friends at her home charge
ing. Salad, dessert and coflee will at 27 Chestnut street. Guests were: male members of the order pre
served by a committee made up Sharon Keefe. Linda Fales. Kathy sented a humorous take-off on an
of Minerva Small. Dorothy Jones, Grey, Ruth-Ann Loker. Marilyn Eastern Star meeting, with Howard
pssisted by Viva Johnson and Un- Wilbur. Sharon Bickford. Janie Crockett taking the part of the
Cummings. Patricia Hubbard. Eliz Worthy Matron.
ale Stanley.
abeth's grandmother, Mrs. Charles
Fleeted to office were: Mrs. Mil
wtdshipman Deane Deshon of Tracy and Aunt Ann Tracy. Games dred Achorn. worthy matron; Wil
the Maine Maritime Academy and were played with Patricia Hub liam Weed, yorthv patron; Mrs.
Mis.- Caroline Senter of Wheaton bard. Sharon Keefe. Marilyn Wil Vivian Vinal. associate matron:
ollege, Norton. Mass., spent the bur and Ruth Ann Loker winning Josef Vinal. associate patron: Miss
we ker.d with his parent-. Mr. ar.d the prizes.
Refreshments were Katherine Vcazie secretary; Mrs.
Mrs. Mellen C. Dehon.
Aho served.
Helen Bean, treasurer: Mrs. Dororuests of the De hon; on Saturday
S. F. C. Donald French and Mrs i BPW meeting at the North Gal
Were Kenneth Records of Auburn
(and Mis- Barbara Record- of Dix French left Sunday by automobile ■ lery of the Farnsworth Museum to
field vho came to sec Midshipman for Clarksville, Tenn.. after spend- ' morrow night (Wednesday) at 7.30.
(Deshon before lie left yesterday on ing a week with his parents. Mr. Business meeting with reports from
the Training Ship Empire State and Mrs. Gardner French. Broad standing committee. There will be
way and her parents. Mr and Mis. an Emblem playlet presented in in
for a Southern cruise.
Arthur Connolly, Rankin street. S. itiation of new members.
F C. French who is attached to the
ADMIRAL
ZENITH
11th Airborn Division will report
Miss Katherine Veazie, who had
CAPEHART
MOTOROLA to Fort Lawton. Seattle. Washing been a patient at the Knox County
ton for Overseas duty. Mrs. French General Hospital over the weekend
will remain in Tennessee where she for minor surgery, has resumed her
has a position with the Southern duties in the office of City Manager
Frederick D. Farnsworth.
Bell Telephone Co.
Jaycees wives club will meet Wedlesday, Jan. 14. at the Masonic
remple at 730. Ruth McBride
lome service advisor will give a
lemonstration, "Gad About Supier.” Each member is entitled to
)ring a guest.

Bitler Car and

Home Supply
470 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
6-tf

Robert Bartlett. F. N., who is at
tached to the 6. S. Power at New
port, R. I., spent the week end with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Bartlett, Rockport.

Mr. and Mrs. John Staples. Sr
of Rankin street hod a turkey din
ner Sunday in honor of Mr. and
Mrs John Staples, Jr., on their
j wedding anniversary. Present were
Mr. and Mrs John Staples. Sr
Mr. and Mrs John Staples. Jr .
son Tommy. Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Staples and son Steven. Mrs. C :
Foster of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs
Guy Robbins and daughter Bonnie
■ Lee of Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs
■ Staples had very nice gifts.

The M E T. Club held their first
meeting of the new year with Mrs.
Bunny Young. Washington Street.
Some new suggestions were made
and voted on. The club's president.
Anita Young, was presented a gift,
her birthday being the latter part
of this week. Refreshments were
served including two birthday cakes.
Cathy Kohonen was a guest and is
to be a new member. Muriel Salo
will entertain next week.
All
members were present.

¥0URS
FOCR BRIGHTLY COLOREB
PLASTIC SERVING BOWLS

millEllmi CORN POPPER

with every

only $>£45
oppev

i

„{ kernels
rn popPe'

local i*>re'
closest to

t
Here’s the deal: With each purchase • at

l
j
•

l

I

,er *» *in

pper.
jess-"® ob-

the regular, low price - of a Dominion combination corn popper and utility cooker, for a
limited time only, you will receive at no ad
ditional cost, a set of four handsome, heat-resistant. plastic serving bowls. In four different colors,

these bowls find plenty of use around a kitchen
when not serving pop corn.
This combination appliance (2 quart capac
ity) prepares delicious popped corn with ease.
Just plug it in. add cooking oil and then pop
corn after the oil is hot. No stirring—no shaking.

thy Spear, conductress; Miss Naomi
Rackllff.
assistant conductress;
Mrs. Clara Watts, Mrs. Gertrude
Boody, and Wesley Knight, finance
committee. Appointive officers will
be announced later.
Installation ceremonies will be
held Jan. 23 and will be semipublic.

Mrs. Marilyn Barter’s Pupils
Celebrated Her Birthday
At the opening of the afternoon
session of Grade 6 at McLain
Sohool Monday, the teacher. Mrs
Marilyn Barter was presented with
a box by Harriet Ladd which, upon
being opened, disclosed a handsome
corsage of five red roses, a gift
from all the pupils. Following this,
refreshments of sandwiches. Ice
cream, cookies, soda pop and fruit
punch were served, then Nancy
O Brien and Gail Ladd brought in
two birthday etakes with candles
Gail’s cake was on a musical plate
which sang "Happy Birthday To
You." By'a happy coincidence ;t
was also Harriet Ladd's birthday
After the grade 6 pupils and
teacher had hod their fill of the
treat the remainder was sent to
the fourth grade pupils in Mrs.
Nellie Hall's room. where they
were much enjoyed.
Mrs. Barter's pupils are: Edward
Crane. Carolyn Bird. Algie Maz
zeo. Wayne Nelson. Anna Coughlin.
Roland Wasgatt, Kenneth Marsh.
Robert Plummer. Mary Soule. Hoiman Davis. Gail Ladd. Nancy
O'Brien, L-inia Gcodnow. Frederick
Stoddard. Kenneth Ilvonen. Har
riet Ladd. Wesley Burge. Helen
Winslow. Sally Fowler. Gordon
Mank. Charles Huntley. Deanna
Allard. Bruce Rubenstein. Pris
cilla Curtis. Peter Stratton. Maude
Nolan. Alan Korolnen. Milton
Knowlton. Katherine Baur and
William Emery.

Splendid Address

Over Hundred People Braved
Storm To Hear Rev. Mr.
Fisher On Sunday
Despite the inclement weather
Sunday, a congregation of almost
100 persons listened to the sermon
message of Rev. Carleton M. Fisher
of Eoston. He was the first guestof-the-month appearing on Mr
Wood's new invitation program. Mr.
Fisher is the director of Universalist
Service Projects throughout the
world. He also spoke to the Men's
Class at the Church of Immanuel,
Rockland.
In his sermon, he defined the
modem approach to the general
subject of ''Missions'' on the day.
Sunday. Jan. 11, designated by
mest of the Churches in the United
States as "Missionary Sunday." The
service was conducted by Mr. Wood
and the benediction pronounced by
Dr. Lowe.
“There isn’t going to be onc/world
for Christ,” said Rev. Mr. Fisher
"There is going to be 'One World',
a united world in which peoples of
many differing cultures and relig
ious faiths are going to develop and
grow and become the richer because
they've shared the best that each
was able to give to humankind."
Mr. Fisher emphasized the im
portance of accepting and appreci
ating the fact of diversity amongst
the world's peoples. “For us of the
western world, part of the problem
of becoming effective in terms of
contributing to world unity lies In
recognizing tlrat Christianity rep
resents a minority group in the
world family. We of the Christian
West are literally surrounded by a
vast majority of the world's popu
lation whose religious heritage and
understanding is different from our
own. And the future peace of the
world depends more than we may
realize—on how we relate ourselves
to these non-Christian peoples:
whether we continue in the way of
seeking to 'convert the heathen,’
holding to the belief in the superi
ority of our Christianity and the
idea that western culture is the
fount of all wisdom—or—whether
we seek to build bridges of mutual
respect and honest appreciation for
the religions and cultures of other
peoples."
"Anywhere you may go in the
world, people are concerned about
food, the physical means of survi
val. and about the sick child, the
sick mother who is wasting away

NOTICE
To WARREN Customers
and All Friends

Gift Shop
WARREN
Will Be Located
At the Home of

Mrs. Florence Davis

CENTRAL
POWER

AINE
OMPANY

For the Winter Months
Many New Items for Babies.
'Bagskets". Note Paper.
Cards for Any Occasion
“Memo-Shoppers", Purse Lights
and Many Other
Gifts of Individuality,

vtintmutumg

July Wedding

BEAULIEU-HAMA LAIMEN
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Hamal- .
ainen, 8 Granite street, announce
the marriage of their daughter
Maureen Barbara Hamalainen on
Dec 6, 1952 at Lewiston to Rene
Beaulieu of New Britain. Conn.
Mrs Beaulieu is a graduate of
Rockland High School in the class
of 1950 and received her diploma as
a medical technician from the
Pratt Diagnostic Hospital, Boston,
on Oct. 31. 1952. She received her

Roses For Teacher

The Pine Cone
Brings more pleasure and satisfaction than anything
we've offered in years—af this surprisingly low price!

Summer Wedding

Page Severi
basic training at the Pratt Diagnos- |
tic Hospital and her practical train
ing at the Central Maine General
Hospital, Lewiston where she has
been employed.
Mr. Beaulieu is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Beaulieu of Lew
iston. He is a graduate of Lewiston
High School and attended Fair
View College. Southern California,
where he starred in football. He is
employed in New Britain. Conn

following committees February:
Supper committee: Mr and Mrs.
I William T. Smith, Jr.. Mr. and Mrs.
Honored Custodian, Wei ■ Richard Speer. Mr and Mrs. Gorcorned New Pastor and J don Burgess and Mr and Mrs. Wil| liam Bicknell. Mrs. Smith chairman
Wife—Also Heard
Photo by Uzzell
and entertainment committee with
Fine Program
Miss Marilyn Doreen Keefe
Photo by Uzzell
Dr. and Mrs. Stratton, Dr. and Mrs
Miss Sylvia Adams
The January meeting of the Lowe and Miss Beatrix Flint. Mrs.
Mrs Alberta Watts of 21 Brew
At a buffet luncheon, Friday eve Comity Circle, Unlversalist Church, stratU)n chairman
ster ;treet and William A Keefe
ning, Mr. and Mrs. Spiro P. Adams was held Thursday evening. The
of Worcester. Mass., announce the
announced the engagement of their supper committee of which Mrs.
Took Over Duties engagement of their eldest daugh
daughter. Miss Sylvia Adams, to Ar Dana Newman was chairman,
ter. Miss Marilyn Doreen Keefe,
nold True Hocking, son of Mrs. Al
served a lobster stew supper with Mrs. Dorothy French As
to Irving F Smith, son of Mr and
fred C. Hocking and the late Alfred
sumed Duties As Presi Mrs.
75 present. The Comity Circle at
C. Hocking of St. George.
Wilbur Smith of Gorham.
this meeting honored the church I
dent Of Odds & Ends
A summer wedding is planned.
Miss
Keefe is now residing with
Miss Adams, a graduate of Rock custodian George Cole. Mr. and
The Odds and Ends of tlie Con- her grandparent;. Mr. and Mrs. F.
Mrs.
Cole
and
daughter
Marion
'
land High School and Westbrook
were seated at the head table, and gregational Church met Jan. 8 in Chester Philbrook. of 239 Main
Junior College, is currently em
street. She is a member of the
ployed as an operator at the New- after the supper Rev. George Wood the church parlors with Miss Mad- Senior Class of Rockiand High
presented
Mr.
Cole
with
a
substaneline
p
hilbri
ck.
Mrs
Carolyn
ReiEngland Telephone and Telegraph
tial cash gift from the group.
j
an{J
Blzabeth Hansen co- School and is active in school af
Company.
fairs.
President
Hugh
M.
Benner
Mr. Hocking, a graduate of St. handled the business meeting. The hoslesses- Mrs. Dorothy French
Mr. Smith attended Gorham
George High School and the Maine
group voted to make Rev. and Mrs. took over her duties as the new High School, served two years in
Maritime Academy is a senior at
George Wood honorary members president for 1953 with the follow- the U S Navy, and is a graduate of
the University of Maine, majoring
and Mr. Benner appointed this ing officers to assist her: Vice the University of Maine, class of
in Mechanical Engineering. He is nominating committee to bring in I Presidents. Mrs. Albert Emery and 1951. He is row assistant manager
vice president of his fraternity, sig
a slate of officers at the February Mrs. Stafford Congdon: recording at the United Co-operative Farm
ma Alpha Epsilon.
meeting; Miles Sawyer, Mrs. Sam secretary, Mrs. Charles Huntley; ers. Inc., on New County Road and
Collins and Mrs. Pauline Bosse. corresponding secretary. Mrs. Lu- resides in Rockland.
A July wedding has been planned.
Three new members were wel- cien Dean and treasurer, Mrs. LenWalk-Burns
comed. Mrs. Dorothy Folta. Mrs. den Jackson.
The many friends of Prof. Ralph
Edward Gonia and Mrs. Marion
The following committees were Billings. Mrs. Richard Harden. Mrs.
Burns in Vinalhaven. Rockport and
Ferguson.
' appointed to serve for the year: Fred Harden, Jr., Mrs. David Hodg
this city will be interested in the
The meeting was then turned Fair Co-chairmen, Mrs. Albert kins. Mrs. George Lewis and Mrs.
appended story of the wedding of
over to Sam Collins, chairman of Emery and Mrs. Stafford Congdon: Roland Ware: hostess co-chairmen,
Miss Elizabeth Burns, daughter of
the Entertainment Committee who kitchen co-chairmen. Mrs. Ralph Mrs. Frederick Bird. Miss Barbara
Prof, and Mrs. Burns to Lieut.
introduced Mrs. Eugene Wilhelm Post and Mrs. Walter Post: dining- Morse; gifts. Mrs. Francis Orne;
James Frederick Walk, Dec. 22 at
from the Netherlands. She present- room chairman.
Miss Madeline picnics, Mrs. Wesley Wasgatt; rum
Hanover. N. H„ Lieut. Walk is the
ed a group of piano solos of folk Philbrick: flcw'ers. Mrs Donald mage sale. Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper,
son of General and Mrs. Arthur R.
songs of her native country. Then Haskell; reception. Mrs. Harold historian. Miss Madeline Phi’brick;
Walk of Arlington. Va.
Everett Blethen made some of his Leach; hospitality. Miss Mary Was- civilian defense, Mrs. Charles HuntThe service took place in the
j character sketches in his usual en- aatt: telephone co-chairmen. Mrs. ley and card party co-chairmen.
Church of Christ, Dartmouth Col
William Butler and Mrs Edgar Mrs. Fred Harding, Jr., and Mrs.
I tertaming manner.
lege. Rev. Harland Lewis perform
President Benner appointed the Farnsworth; callers, Mrs. Austin Frederick Reichel.
ing the ceremony.
The bride was attired in a beau
tiful gown of white silk taffeta
made with a fitted bodice and full
skirt with train, over which was a
redingote of French lace. She wore
a fingertip veil of tulle attached to
a Juliet cap of French lace
trimgmd with pearls from her
mother's wedding veil, and carried
a white prayer book ornamented
with a cascade bouquet of pompon
NOW GOING ON
chrysanthemums and stephanotis.
Following the ceremony a recep
tion was held at the Dragon. The
couple left on a wedding trip to
Montreal. Canada. They will make
With Plenty of Cold Weather Ahead You'll Want to Act Fast On This Oppor
their home at 5620 Netherland av
tunity.
Tweeds, Cheviots and Gabardines to Choose From—Priced at Savings
enue, New York City, after Febru
ary 1. 1953.
For You.
The bride was born in Hanover,
OVERCOATS
TOPCOATS
N. H., and was educated in the Han
over Schools. She received a diplo
Values to 59.50
$44 98 Values to 55.00
ma from Dolmetcher Institute,
Values to 49.50
$34.98 Values to 40.00
Heidelberg University, Germany, in
1950 and a Bachelor of Arts degree
from Wellesley College in 1952. The
Special Lot
bridegroom was born In Minneapo
Broken Sizes at
lis, Minnesota. He attended Shat
EXTRA SPECIAL BARGAIN PRICES
tuck School in Fairbault, Minne
Values to 35.00
$24.98
sota. and was graduated from the
United States Military Academy.
West Point, New York, in 1948.
SUITS
Out of town guests for the wed
ding included Mrs. William H.
Value 65.00
$49.98
Burns of Vinalhaven, Me

Comity Circle

MEN’S TOPCOATS AND OVERCOATS

$39 98
$29 98

for want of medical care. And it's
not important whether you speak
Hindustani or English or Japanese
—it's not important whether you
are a Moslem, a Hindu or a Chris
tian. a Jew or a Buddhist—the Uni
versal language is found in the
needs of one humanity: the needs
for food, for education, for medical
care... for all the means of develop
ing. maturing and enriching human
life.”
“The very richness and wonder
and beauty of life on this earth is
to be found In the fabulous tapestry'
of many tongues, many traditions,
many faiths—all woven together
into a fabric that is both a fascin
ation and a testament—

Value 55.00

$39.98

Value 55.00

$44.98

Special Lot

JACKETS

SPORT COATS

Many Fine Patterns to Choose From
Reg. 29.50
$19.98
Reg. 22.75
$16.98

STORM COATS

The Warmest Coats You've Even Worn
Offered At a Real Buy
$49.98
Reg. 59.95
$34.98
Reg. 55.00
$24.98
Reg. 45 00

SLACKS

JANUARY CLEARANCE
SALE

All Winter
Merchandise
Reduced
Dresses, Skirts. Blouses
30% OFF
Flannel Pajamas. $1.69
Were $1.98 to $2.69

Cotton Jerseys, 98c
Coats, Suits, Lined Jackets
20 T to 30% OFF
Wool Mittens and Gloves
2 pairs for $1.00
All Remaining Hats and
Knitted Caps. $1,00
CHILDREN'S

SPECIALTY SHOP
»3 MAIN STREET

$29.98

Values to 49.50

Gabardines, Worsteds, Coverts
Value to 14.95
Value to 9.95

$10.98
$ 6.98
— SPECIAL BARGAIN —

WOOL BREECHES
(Red & Black) Reg. 10.50
(Grey) Reg. 8.95

$7.98
$4.98

BOYS' SURCOATS
The Cold Winter Days Are Just Beginning—
Here's Your Opportunity to Save Dollars
Now
Reg 18.50
Reg 13.95
Now
Reg. 12.95
Now
Now $ 9.98
Reg. 11.95

y

r
■

“

MENS

Values
Values
Values
Values
Values

to
to
to
to
to

$19.98
$12.98
$10.98
$ 9.98
$ 7.98

27.95
16.95
14.95
12.95
9.95

FLANNEL SHIRTS

$2.98
$2.29
Wool Blended Flannel SPORT SHIRTS

Reg. 3.95
Reg 2 95

(Small Sizes)
Values to 10.00

BOYS’ STORM COATS

$14.98

Reg. 19.95

BOYS' FLANNEL SHIRTS

$1.49
$1.98

Reg. 1.75 to 1.95
Reg 2.50 to 2.95

BOYS' KNIT JERSIES
(Long Sleeves)

$1.49

Reg 1.95

MEN'S SHOES

$4.98
$6.98
$10.98

Reg. 7.95
Reg. 10.95

17 95

AND

BOYS' CLCTHING

t'JPN.SHINGS SHOTS AND UNIFORMS

'

389

$4.98

MAIN ST. .'-.ROCKIAND

ME.

• ’
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VERSATILE COMMANDER REED

New Lions Club

Camden Group Very Proud
Of Its Lusty Foster Child
In Rockport

^FREEDOM

The Oamden Lions Club got off
to a beautiful start in Its first
All Readers of The
meeting of the 5’ear with a fine
program and a large attendance.
Courier-Gaiette Are
I
The guest speaker was Rev. Prank
Invited to Send Service
Pitman of Belfast, who told of his
Items for This Column.
recent trip to Europe where he con
ferred with 15 civic leaders in each
country and told of the effects of
tlie cold war on them. He de
scribed the East Berlin War Memo
rial and Housing Development, and
reported that a steady flow of
refugees at the rate of 5C0 per day
succeeded in moving into the West
zone occupied by the Western
Powers.
Please note that it is the '’Cam
el ?n Lions Club” new, since tlie new
5ear brought a new cub to Lion sm
in this vicinity, and there are two
lions Clubs, Camden, and Rock
port. The new King Lion and a
present member of the Camden
C’ub. Charles Hud on, announced
the first dinner m-eting of the new
Rockport Lions Club would be held
at the Mt. Pleasant Grange Hall
in West Rockport. The following
Camden Lions headed by King
Lion Roy Moron? visited this meet
ing on Thursday evening as spon
sors and helped them get started
right;
Dave
Crockett,
Alfred
Adams, William Otto, Norman Pul
Private Ronald Shafter
ler, Francis Perry, Verne Pack
ard, Prank Thomas, Herbert Mc
Private Ronald Shafter, son of
Coole, Erwin Ross, and Bill Kelley
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Shafter, 19
Doug. Ladd and Charles Hudson,
members at the moment of both Rockland street, Rockland, com
pleted basic training recently at
clubs were also present.
At the Camden club's meeting the Medical Replacement Training
it was announced that Bill Monroe Center here. At MRTC, the Army’s
was appointed chairman of the i basic 'raining school for medical
Min trel Show Committee, with enlisted men, he has received eight
Forest Leland. Dave Crockett, Ro weeks of basic Infantry training
land Crockett. Jim Johnson and and eight weeks of medical train
Kip Burkett assisting. Rehearsals ing.
will commence in the very near
PFC Almond L. Hart, son of Mrs.
future.
Lion Jim Johnson reported over George E. Hart, Route 1, Washing
$300 realized as net profits on the ton, is returning to the United
14th annual Christmas Show. Percy States under the Army’s rotation
Keller told the club some facts program after 15 months in the Far
concerning the annual March of East. Formerly a wireman assigned
Dimes drive now in progress. Lion to 1st Cavalry Division Artillery,
Gerald Grant of the Rockland Hart spent three months ln Korea
with this unit and received the
Lions was a visitor.
A fine musical program put on Korean Service Ribbon with two
by Everett at the piano, Forest campaign stars and U. N. Service
with his guitar. Kip and his fiddle, Ribbon. He entered the Army in
and Dave with the washboard, was 1949 and has received the Good
enjoyed by all. The new "Greet
er’s- Committee" was very much in
Lady Knox Chapter
evidence.
Lionews: The "Eisenhower Club”
in Mrs. Phyllis Munroe’s Brick Rev. George H. Wood Ad
School 6th grade deserve a lot of
dressed Ladies Of D.A.R.
credit and many thanks from the
At Home of Mrs.
Lions Club for their donations and
W. C. Ladd
wrappings of toys to go with the
Lions Christmas baskets for needy
On Jan. 5 Mrs. Walter Ladd was
families with children. Thanks hostess to Lady Knox Chapter
should also go to Lion Roland
DAR. members. Attendance was
Crockett who ro generously, as was 21 and -two guests.
usual, donated his microphones
Rev. George H. Wood, the Univerand equipment for the stage show,
safist minister, spoke most inter
and to the Meguunticook Grange estingly about the duties cf a chap
for the use of their piano for the
lain and some of his varied ex
stage show at the Camden Theatre
periences while serving in the Navy
before Christmas. The Dandyfor two years during World War
lions were al o present in full force
Two He was stationed in theAlleuand earned a tidy sum by selling
tian Islands during part of this
homemade fudge “between the
service. An article which he wrote
acts.”
several years ago. with excellent
Speaker at the meeting of Cam
photographs, appeared in the1
den Lions on Jan. 14 will be the
Christian Science Monitor Maga
new pastor of the Camden Con
zine March 31. 7945.
gregational Church, the Rev. E Roy
An unusual souvenir which he ob
Burchell.
tained when his unit visited Japan
at end of the war was a mastodon's
FRANK G. LEIGHTON
tu.-k, reduced, considerably ln size,
Frank O Leighton. 73, died at highly polished, and showing a I
his home ln Rockport Saturday. miniature fish skillfully carved
He was born at Augusta April 27. thereon. Mrs. Wood accompanied
1879, the son of Andrew and Susan her husband.
(Jackson)
Leighton.
Surviving
Refreshments were served by the
him are his widow, Mrs. Lavina assisting hostesses: Mrs. George
Leighton, a sister, Mrs. Sadie Bean, Mrs. Wendell Emery, Mrs.
Gray. Rockport, and several nieces Harold Karl, Mrs. Lewis Sturte
and nephews.
vant, Mrs. Edward Barnard and
The deceased was a past mem Mrs. Robert Meehan.
ber of the Masons and of the
Knights of Pythias of Rockport.
All Day Sewing
Funeral services will be held at
the Rockport Baptist Church at 2
p. m Tuesday. Rev. Carl Small offi Chapin Class Tacked Quilts
ciating. Interment will be at SeaFor Distribution By City
view cemetery, Rockport.

Matron Rice

MSS. MAE BARSTOW REED
Mrs. Mae Barstow Reed died sud
denly Saturday at East Boothbay
where she had made her home for
the past three years. Funeral ser
vices were held Monday In Damari
scotta, Rev. Hartley H. Johnson of
the Damariscotta Baptist Church
officiating with Interment In Beth
lehem cemetery in Damariscotta.
Deceased was employed many
years ln this city as a stenographerbookkeeper and had many friends
here. She was born Jan. 31, U83, ln
Damariscotta, daughter of Walter
M. and EUen (Sidellnger) Barstow,
and was educated In the schools of
that town and at Lincoln Academy.
In Rockland she wm employed by
Sleeper Bros., plumbers. She was
active in the Rockland Daughters
of Union Veterans and the Ameri
can Legion Auxiliary. Surviving are
three sisters. Mia. Lola A- Page,
Mrs. Addle L. Dodge, Miss Helen X*
Barstow and two brothers Cleve
land Barstow and Caleb Baretow
all of Damariscotta.

Members of the Chapin Class,
Universallst
Church, met ln
the vestry on Thursday for
an all-daj- sewing ses ion, taking
quilts and preparing them for dis
tribution by Mrs Rice, in charge
of City Welfare work.
Present were: Mrs. Ralph Smith,
Miss Jennie Trussell. Mrs. Hattie |
Snow. Mrs. J. N. Southard, Mrs.
Harold Blodgett. Mrs. Ela Bird,
Mrs. J. A. Jameson, Mi's Lena
True, Mrs. Eugene Stoddard, Mrs.
Brooke Gregory.
One large quilt was completed
and presented to a needy family.
Four crib quilts finished and dis
posed of, some to the Rockland I
District Nursing Association, along
with other articles which she can
distribute to good advantage.
The next meeting is a supper ln
the vestry Jan. 20.
When one reads the list of
wrecks on holiday weekends, or.e
understands what creates the de
mand for new cars.

A Fascinating Yarn In Which He Makes

His ChucklefuII Appearance As
a Lawyer

Out in the Philippines, on the
Island of Luzon in the Province of
Zimbales, where Subic Bay cuts an
arc of deep blue water into the sur
rounding jungle, there nestles in a
ring of encircling hills, the old
Spanish city of Olongapo. No roads
lead into it, and it is one of the
Conduct Medal for his exemplary prettiest and loneliest cities ln the
world.
military service.
Under the palms along the shore,
• • • •
where cocoanuts fall on the black
sands whenever the typhoons roar,
the purple-red bourganvilla vines
climb up the battered masonery of
it’s ancient houses, monkeys chatter
in the branches of acacia and ban
yan trees, and the hot moist air of
the tropics spread a feeling of leth
argy- and indolence over everything
that moves.
On a bright morning many years
ago, I sailed Into this picture of
somnolent beauty aboard a Navy
destroyer, and mj’ arrival there
threw a monkey wTench into the
well oiled machinery which made
the place tick.
I came with a squad of big brass
from Cavite which constituted a
general court martial board, ordered
up there by the Commandant of the
district, for the trial of a friend of
mine, a captain of the Marines, who
Pvt. Francis Alden
was exofficio mayor of the town,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
and who, it was alleged, was run
I am row in Korea. I am attached
to a quarter master supply campany
behind the lines. Our Job is to
supply the front line troops with
ali petroleum products needed to
keep an army running.
My regards to all my friends in
good old Rockland and am thinking
how I’d like to be back in my home
town once more. Am enclosing a
picture of myself.
Very truly yours, Pvt. Francis S.
Alden. Sokocho-Ri, Korea, Dec. 5,
1952, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Alden, 10 Tea street, Rockland.

ning this tropical paradise along
the lines of co'lection agency, for
the benefit of his personal bank ac
count.
More than one sleeping beauty
has been betrayed by a United
States Marine and some of them
have liked it. Apparently Olongapo
was one of these, for when I went
ashore there the city seemed to
smile at me in deep contentment.
It's streets were clean, the breeze
was dustless, and the air was sweet
with the perfume of flowers. It
seemed a pity tliat such an ordered
place should be exploited and in
deed there were no evidences of dis
content that I could see. Tlie whole
town seemed redolent with lazy
comfort, Tliat was when I .arrived.
Later I found myself behind the
scenes in the set, and what I dis
covered from that point of view was
one of the sweetest rackets I ever
heard of in mj’ brief acquaintance
with life beyond the pale.
For awhile I was lost in admira
tion ot the efficiency of the tropical
milking machine my friend, the Re
servation Officer had set up in his
administrative paradise. B>’ reason
of his Job he was exofficio mayor,
judge, food inspector, tax collector
and chief of police, with a company
of hard boiled Marines to enforce
his orders, collect his assessments,

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday K
and chqke off complaints. That was man with his offer of a two hun- j for seven days and gave the mon
municipal authority Mpelled with a dred peso cut in the monthly take keys ln the trees around Subic Bay
capital “A”. No business man in the at the new Joint. That mistake put something to chatter about tor
entire city of several thousand peo Navy higher ups wise to what was years When the court—including
ple could question it, for the whole going on and the glittering bubble myself—sailed out of the harbor tor
the trip home, even the China tea
town was built oh land inside the burst.
Naval reservation where the Reser
All this I learned when I got to was calmer than the town we left
vation Officer was personally re Olangapo and remained there for behind us.
sponsible for maintaining law and more than a week to act as counsel; I don’t know what happened to
order.
and advisor to the monarch of the! my friend when he got out of Jail,
As fat as I could see, the strong mess. He had asked the Command but I have heard he opened a store
arm methods instituted had created ant to detail me to defend him, and of some kind somewhere ln the
no particular hardships and seemed this I was glad to do in memory of Middle West where he prospers
to operate to everybody’s advantage. happier days. Therefore I asked greatly. We don't correspond any
It kept the clean streets clean, even him no embarrassing questions more for in our living room here ln
though the natives paid well for the which might hamper my efforts In Rockland I have a three foot por
privilege. It kept the meat fresh ' his behalf, and the time came I celain vase he sent me after tlML
and uncontaminated ln the stores went to bat for him before the trial. I don't know to whom lt may*
belong, but I’d like to keep lt where
and markets, and again they paid. court and did what I could.
It kept the gambling Joints and | Possibly as a result of my efforts, it Is as a bit of salvage which will
dance hall in order, for the usual he was deprived of his commission serve as a memento of a very busy
fee. It permitted liquor served the summarily rejected from the Ma week ln my chequered past.
O H. Reed
natives to be diluted slightly, again rine Corps and shipped back to the
to everyone’s advantage, and made States to spend two years sojourn
MRS. LAURA E. WHITMORE
it safe for a white man to appear ing ln the naval prison at Ports
Mrs.
Laura E. Whitmore, 80, the
in the cabarats, restaurants and mouth, N. H. While this result is
bars of the teeming town, where not very flattering to my ability as widow of Arthur Whitmore of
Filipinos, Chinese, East Indians and a lawyer, if he had received all he Ro-k'.and, died Sunday at a Rock
Malayans of various dusky hues might have gotten, he would be over land nursing home.
gathered to blow in their paj’ as ci there now. As it was I got him off
Born May 10, 1872, at Deer Isle,
vilian workers in the Navy Yard on many counts in the indictment, the daughter of Peter and Char
because, due to the location of Ol- by arguing no embezzlement In lotte (Hendrick) Shepard, the de
angapo, there was no where else to money illegally obtained; discred ceased Is survived by a sister, Mrs.
spend it, and last, but bj- no means, iting a lot of native testimony and Franklin Knowlton of Rockland^
least it built up a tidy bank account its interpreters—which wasn’t hard and Several nieces and nephews.
back in the States for the chief en —and otherwise confusing the is
Funeral services will be conduct
gineer and big boss of the enter sue until everybody got tired and ed Tuesday’ at 2 p. m. from the
prise. Also everybody connected wanted to go home.
Russell Funeral Home, Rev. J.
with this racket seemed satisfied
I do not suppose I cared much Charles MacDonald of the First
and happy.
whether I was aiding justice or ob Baptist church officiating.
This corrupt and comfortable re structing It for I had a job to do j Burial will be in Achorn Ceme
gime operated successfully for some for my client, and I did my best, tery.
time, but it split wide open when an rnd then went back to Cavite.
operator of one of the gambling
The memory of that confusing < The average man wants his son
parlors, who wanted to expand his week comes back to haunt me oc to be a better man than he Is, but
local interests by opening another casionally for I never shall see any not a better man chan his wife
sucker trap, approached the wrong thing like it again. The trial lasted thinks he Is.

A

A/3c Lincoln E. Rhodes has re
turned to Sheppard Air Force Base.
Texas, where he is a student at
A and E Mechanics School. He
rpent Christmas week at home
with hi; ur.cle and aunt. Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Rhodes, Union.

t

Held Installation

The Fred A. Norwood Relief
Corps Installed Officers
For Coming Year
Mrs. Effie Salisbury, past presi
dent, installed the officer; of Fred
A. Norwood, W.RjC. Thursday night
at the GAR hall, Church street,
Rockport Assisting her were Mrs.
Vinle Johnson, chaplain; Mrs. Alice
Simonton, department senior vice
pre ident as cordiuotor and Mrs.
Ellen Bohndell, Mrs. Zelda Kaler,
Mrs. Georgia Walker, Mrs. Beatrice
Rider as color bearers. The follow
ing officers were installed: Presi
dent, Dorothy Upham; senior vice
president, Beity Bohndell; Junior
vice pre-ident, Sera Pendleton;
chaplain, Vinie Johnson; secretary
Stella Sioonton; treasurer, Em.ua
Torrey; conductor, Evelyn Heath;
guard, Della Miller; assistant con
ductor, Alice Marshall; assistant
guard. Martha Hart'om; press
correspondent, Alice Simonton;
musician, Gertrude Ta'erblocm:
color bearers, Anne Young, Lillian
Simonton, Zelda Kaler and Marion
Weidman.
Past Dept. President Emma
Torrey then Installed Mrs. Salis
bury aa patriotic Instructor for
the coming year. President Mrs.
Dorothy Upham presented Mrs.
Salisbury a gift ln appreciation of
her services as installing officer.
Treasurer Mrs. Emma Torrey pre
sented the retiring president, Mrs.
Anne Young, with the past presi
dents's badge.
The Rockport High School “Bar
ber Shop Quartet” (temporarily
minus one) Teddy Sullivan. Rich
ard Dean and Harold1 Crockett,
rendered several numbers, which
were greatly enjoyed. They were
accompanied by Miss Wendy Dow.
who also gave two piano solos.
Refreshments were served by
hostesses Alice Marshall and EUen
Bohndell.

M

Traffic accidents cost America billions of dollars. Let’s
get rid of them—clear them out! Drive a little more

carefully when you’re behind the wheel of your car.

Cross streets a little more carefully when you’re
walking. Stop this tragic waste —stop accidents!

Big Cash Savings Possible! Automobile accidents are

mainly responsible for the rising cost?of automobile insur

4

Get regular safety servicing of brakes, steering system,
windshield wipers. It’s a lot cheaper than having even a

ance. And excessive speed is a factor in more accidents
than any other single traffic violation. Cut your speed.

minor accident!

Cut the number of accidents. Cut the high cost
of driving.

dangerous, to drivers and pedestrians alike. Good head

Check These "Broken Lots”! A high percentage of

is an even better one. Watch out at night, and wipe out

accidents involve vehicles in unsafe operating condition.

the needless hospital bills, the needless repair bills, the

Check your car—and check accidents. Replace worn tires.

needless accidents.

Good Lights—Excellent Value! Darkness is especially
lights are an investment in safety. Extra caution at night

............ ............ —-----------------------

As business men of this community, wo have sponsored this advertisment to sell Safety—Everybody’s Best Buy,

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

BE CABEFUl - the life you seve mey be your own!

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.
Sidney L Cullen

TEL. 907 or 770
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
97*tl

Ae official public service message pres

pored by The Advertising Council in coop*
oration with the Notional Safety Council*
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